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Introduction
Large corpora require careful design, licensing, collecting, cleaning, encoding, annotation, manage-
ment, storage, retrieval, analysis, and curation to unfold their potential for a wide range of research
questions and users, across a number of disciplines. Apart from the usual CMLC topics that fall into
these areas, the 6th edition of the CMLC workshop features a special focus on corpus query and anal-
ysis systems and specifically on goals concerning their interoperability.
In the past 5 years, a whole new generation of corpus query engines that overcome limitations on the
number of tokens and annotation layers has started to emerge at several research centers. While there
seems to be a consensus that there can be no single corpus tool that fulfills the need of all communities
and that a degree of heterogeneity is required, the time seems ripe to discuss whether (further, unre-
stricted) divergence should be avoided in order to allow for some interoperability and reusability – and
how this can be achieved. The two most prominent areas where interoperability seems highly desirable
are query languages and software components for corpus analysis. The former issue is already partially
addressed by the proposed ISO standard Corpus Query Lingua Franca (CQLF). Components for corpus
analysis and further processing of results (e.g. for visualization), on the other hand, should in an ideal
world be exchangeable and reusable across different platforms, not only to avoid redundancies, but also
to foster replicability and a canonization of methodology in NLP and corpus linguistics.
The 6th edition of the workshop is meant to address these issues, notably by including an expert
panel discussion with representatives of tool development teams and power users.
P. Ban´ski, M. Kupietz, A. Barbaresi, H. Biber, E. Breiteneder, S. Clematide, A. Witt May 2018
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Automation, Management and Improvement of Text Corpus Production
Christoph Kuras, Thomas Eckart, Uwe Quasthoff, Dirk Goldhahn
University of Leipzig
Augustusplatz 10, 04109 Leipzig
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Abstract
The process of creating large text corpora for different languages, genres, and purposes from data available on the Web involves
many different tools, configurations, and – sometimes – complex distributed hardware setups. This results in increasingly complex
processes with a variety of potential configurations and error sources for each involved tool. In the field of commercial management,
Business Process Management (BPM) is used successfully to cope with similar complex workflows in a multi-actor environment. Like
enterprises, research environments are facing a gap between the IT and other departments that needs to be bridged and also have to
adapt to new research questions quickly. In this paper we demonstrate the usefulness of applying these approved strategies and tools
to the field of linguistic resource creation and management. For this purpose an established workflow for the creation of Web corpora
was adapted and integrated into a popular BPM tool and the immediate benefits for fault detection, quality management and support of
distinct roles in the generation process are explained.
Keywords: corpus creation, process management, scientific workflows, BPM
1. Challenges of large-scale Text Corpus
Production
Creating large text corpora for many different languages in-
volves executing an extensive set of applications in a – more
or less – defined order. This includes applications for pre-
processing and annotation starting from sentence segmenta-
tion through to various annotation tools like part-of-speech
taggers or parsers. For different kinds of text material and
different languages there are typically varying configura-
tions for each of these applications. Furthermore, the se-
lection of applied tools might differ depending on the input
material’s language or language family as it is the case for
special forms of word tokenization approaches. All in all
this results in complex chains of tools with a variety of pos-
sible configurations.
The resulting solution has to be seen in the context of con-
flicting requirements: a systematic corpus production pro-
cess has to be streamlined and automated in order to keep
up with ongoing data acquisition, which may - in extreme
cases - comprise minute-wise updates for news material or
content obtained from social networking services. On the
other hand, in collaboration with other researchers, new re-
search questions arise continuously, making it crucial to be
as flexible as possible when it comes to adaptions in the
workflow. Another relevant aspect is the ability to trace er-
rors in the running workflow. When executing a complex
chain of applications, identifying errors in any of the pro-
cessing steps can be time consuming especially if (partial)
results are examined manually. As a consequence a sys-
tematic approach is needed to document configurations for
every single execution of each application. Combined with
an automatic data sampling many kinds of problems might
be recognized, so processes can be interrupted already in an
early stage to take any actions necessary. A thorough docu-
mentation of applied criteria also ensures the reproducibil-
ity of results; additionally the data can be used in terms of
fault tracing.
Even more problem areas evolve when multiple persons or
organizational units are involved in the creation process.
This is for example the case when computing power is
outsourced to commercial companies or when an external
group of experts is in charge of reviewing or annotating data
resulting from one of the processing steps. These external
dependencies result in an even more complex process. This
may lead – if not controlled and monitored properly – to
inefficiencies due to disruptions in the process flow and be-
comes even more important when resources are processed
in parallel. As a result, there is a demand for a system con-
trolling the overall process execution and monitoring spe-
cific metrics which can be used to forecast execution time,
allow statements about error rates at different steps, and
similar issues.
All these aspects are motivations for modeling and execut-
ing scientific workflows in Natural Language Processing
(NLP). The existence of a variety of approaches, reaching
from NLP-related tools like GATE through data analysis
software like RapidMiner to supporting tools for managing
scientific workflows like Apache Taverna or Kepler1 illus-
trates the pressing demand in this area. In fact, a process-
oriented view supported by powerful applications is already
present in the field of economics for a long time. Busi-
ness Process Management (BPM) (Aalst et al., 2000; vom
Brocke et al., 2010; Aalst et al., 2016; Hirzel et al., 2013)
has become extremely popular in commercial contexts and
many of its features make it also useful for NLP-related
tasks in a complex NLP environment.
2. Managing Corpus Creation with a
Workflow-Management System
There are many tools available that can be used to model
processes and that even allow to execute them. However,
some of them solely model a data-centered view2, describ-
ing how the data should be transformed, often including
technical aspects of the respective implementation. These
1Which rely on a very generic definition for the term “scientific
workflow”: “an executable representation of the steps required to
generate results.”.
2Like RapidMiner or the Konstanz Information Miner.
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Figure 1: Process heatmap in Camunda Cockpit
tools mostly define a model that includes operators ship-
ping with that specific software. Other approaches, like
Apache Taverna, are able to orchestrate different types
of scripts and web services that can be hosted at remote
locations. However, these applications are not capable of
modeling the aspect of collaboration between organizations
arising from the integration of hardware at different orga-
nizational units or even human beings. Moreover, many
parallels can be drawn between the support of IT regarding
research questions and the support of IT in business
scenarios (cf. Kuras and Eckart (2017)). For that reason it
seems natural to apply some of the strategies originating
in that field. One of these strategies is Business Process
Management (BPM). This is a management approach
which is mainly targeted at streamlining processes within
an organization and making the business more flexible,
making it able to adapt to changes in the market quickly.
One of the standard ways to model processes in this field is
the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) which
is a standard of the Object Management Group3, currently
in version 2 released in 2011 (OMG (2011)). Modeling
in BPMN has the advantage that these models can be
enhanced by technical specifications making it possible
to execute them directly within a workflow management
system (cf. Gadatsch (2012)). Popular solutions include
jBPM, Activiti and Camunda.
For managing the considered corpus building process, the
Camunda workflow management system is used4. The rea-
sons for this decision lie especially in its open availability5,
its utilization in a variety of – often commercial – scenarios,
and the availability of different helpful extensions and user-
friendly interfaces. However, the use of BPMN as primary
means of describing and executing workflows is not bound
to a specific workflow management system; other software
solutions could have been used instead.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the web interface to the Ca-
3https://www.omg.org
4https://camunda.org
5The Camunda platform is licensed under the Apache License
2.0.
munda process execution engine6. The system monitors the
runtimes of each process instance and each task within this
execution. This enables to generate a heatmap overlay re-
vealing possible bottlenecks in the process by marking the
tasks in which the process spends most of the execution
time in average (red). This is a functionality that can be
used only by monitoring the runtimes which is done by
default. When modeling a process in Natural Language
Processing, many different measures, which are called Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) in the field of BPM, can be
imagined (cf. Gadatsch (2012)). These measures can not
only be used to monitor, streamline and improve the pro-
cess itself but to ensure the quality of data being generated
during the runtime of the process (see Section 4.).
3. Distributed Corpus Creation at the LCC
The Leipzig Corpora Collection (LCC) (Goldhahn et al.,
2012) continuously generates corpora for a large number
of languages. As more and more text material becomes
available through the Web, massively-parallel crawling can
result in amounts of raw data in the range of hundreds of
gigabytes7 that have the potential to pile up to almost un-
processable “data heaps”.
To handle these amounts of data in an acceptable period of
time the already established processing workflow was ex-
tended by integrating an external computing center. This
computing center provides a high-performance computing
(HPC) cluster via a RESTful API using the UNICORE in-
terface (Uniform Interface to Computing Resources8). The
overhead of delegating working steps to an external com-
puting facility consists here mostly of data transfer times
and is in the current configuration – at least compared to
the actual data processing – rather slim.
Figure 2 depicts the coarse model of the process in BPMN
notation. In the first step, available raw data is selected,
which then gets preprocessed using the resources of the ex-
ternal partner. After that, the data is enriched locally by
the calculation of cooccurrences and finally imported into a
relational database.
An important aspect of BPMN is the possibility to model
subprocesses hiding complexity. On one hand this enables
personnel not familiar with the process to quickly get an
overview. On the other hand, expected faults of the pro-
cess execution can be modeled directly. This enables the
process engine to decide which actions have to be taken in
case of an error, making the execution even more efficient
by saving the costs of additional human interactions. Fig-
ure 3 shows a more detailed variant of the preprocessing
subprocess. It basically consists of these steps:
• sentence segmentation: segment raw text data into
sentences
• sentence cleaning: remove sentences that are, based
on patterns, undesirable
6https://docs.camunda.org/manual/7.7/
webapps/cockpit/bpmn/process-history-views/
74 Terabytes of incoming raw material per day are typical val-
ues for LCC crawling processes.
8https://www.unicore.eu/
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Figure 2: Coarse model of the corpus production steps
Figure 3: More elaborate model of the preprocessing subprocess
• language filtering: filter out sentences not belonging
to the target language
• merging: merge all chunks of sentences (due to paral-
lel processing)
To illustrate the possibilities of BPMN modeling the sub-
process is enhanced by different mechanisms to detect fault
during the process execution. An intermediate boundary
timer event is added to the Segmentize To Sentences task.
If the task exceeds a defined time limit, an error end event
will be thrown. On the subprocess border, a boundary er-
ror catching event for the error kind “Timeout” is installed.
This will ensure that all thrown “Timeout” events from
within the subprocess will be caught and can then be han-
dled outside the subprocess. After cleaning the sentences
by removing lines matching predefined patterns (e.g. sen-
tences containing too many digits or that are excessively
long), a decision with respect to the sequence flow is mod-
eled. Based on the available process data, the execution
engine automatically selects the path to execute by eval-
uating a predefined condition9. At this point, the process
9The decision is modeled using a XOR-Gateway.
engine will choose the path depending on the proportion of
removed sentences. The decision is based on the measuring
data available during execution; the exact calculation has to
be specified in the model. In case the proportion is above
a predefined threshold, a User Task will be assigned to a
human actor who has access to the Camunda web interface.
The user is automatically informed about the assignment of
the new task; it is also possible to assign a task to a group
of authorized users from which one person can then claim
the task. A small set of randomly sampled sentences can be
presented to the user who will then decide whether there is
a general issue with the quality of the underlying data. Ac-
cording to the user decision, the process will throw a data
quality related error or continue the process execution nor-
mally. The actual error handling may include a message to
personnel responsible for the input data.
4. Measurement and Improvement of
Corpus Quality
One of the main purposes of BPM is the continuous im-
provement and quality assurance of the managed processes
(cf. Reichert and Lohrmann (2010)). This is also an impor-
tant aspect concerning the production of high quality lin-
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guistic resources. The area of fault detection and quality
assurance can be seen and handled with a focus on a variety
of criteria. This includes setting the evaluation focus on the
process itself or on the actual results of every intermediate
step and the final results. Both require a systematic mon-
itoring and appropriate procedures if deficits were identi-
fied. Typical criteria for the first evaluation – focused on
rather “technical” indicators – include, for example, basic
information if processes or subprocesses terminated unex-
pectedly, the extent of technical resources that were con-
sumed, or technical constraints that were or were not met
(including weak or strong temporal constraints).
A key aim of such a thoroughly monitored environment is
the extraction and identification of process patterns. Over
time, expectancy values for all metrics evolve so that a
problematic process instance can be revealed at the earli-
est possible moment10. Based on a set of predefined rules
this allows the workflow management system to decide au-
tomatically whether to cancel the process, saving process-
ing time and resources. Furthermore, these metrics can be
used to make statements about the quality of the overall out-
come right after the processing has finished, for example
how “noisy” a corpus is or how it compares with similar re-
sources. This does not only apply to the process as a whole
but to each single task involved in the process, making it
easier and faster to spot problems during execution, which
is especially important when executions run for long peri-
ods of time. Manually performed checks, though feasible
with smaller data and less frequent executions, would be
error-prone and inefficient with respect to an “industrial-
scale” corpus production that is done within the context
of the LCC. Supporting and controlling processes with a
workflow management system ensures the systematic ap-
plication and evaluation of all relevant criteria.
These criteria are a typical starting point for the identifi-
cation of general problems or performance issues like the
identification of bottlenecks, implementation inefficiencies
or alike. As the processing of big data material often has
to deal with performance issues and the efficient usage of
available hardware, optimizing the structure of those pro-
cesses is of special interest. This also requires a detailed
recording of the processes’ tasks runtimes and latency times
for a larger – representative – number of executions. Par-
allels to other disciplines are therefore hardly surprising:
many standard metrics in the field of logistics apply for the
“logistics” of NLP pipelines as well and can be used as in-
spiration, e.g. analysing historical data being able to fore-
cast trends concerning future resource needs like storage
and processing power (cf. Robinson (1989)). Data storage
can be seen as a stock, especially when multiple storages
are needed due to the integration of remote computing cen-
ters and the data needs to be transferred from one stock
to another11. Avoiding supply shortages as well as excess
stocks, e.g. as a result of an imbalance between data col-
lection and processing time, is crucial for an efficient use of
resources during the processing of large corpora. The cre-
10Those values are of course specific for different characteris-
tics of the input material like its language, source format or origin.
11In such computing centers, high performance data storage can
be strictly limited.
ation of text corpora is an end-to-end process that reaches
from the collection of raw data through to the delivery to an
end user, thus can also be considered as a supply chain that
involves many suppliers of data, providers of services and
end users demanding the actual outcome of the process.
A less technical viewpoint focuses on the actual outcomes
of a process, which is data as the result of a sequence of
subprocesses. Quality of data is typically related to its us-
ability for a specific purpose and hence, often hard to mea-
sure automatically. However, even simple and easily de-
terminable criteria may function as useful indicators. In
the case of NLP tools this may be the comparison of in-
put material to output material sizes (like the amount of
raw text with the resulting number of sentences, types, or
tokens), checking the completeness of different annotation
layers, or identifying untypical distributions of annotations
for the language family, language, source or genre in ques-
tion. Additionally, any linguistic invariant may function
as a “deep” indicator for the well-formedness of language
material, especially in cases where input data is of uncer-
tain quality. As this often requires specific annotations or
even human intuition, simple principles based on language
statistics may sometimes suffice as a substitute (Eckart et
al., 2012). In any case, BPM allows their integration and
more checks as an integral component of the execution and
evaluation of every process instance. Furthermore, it pro-
vides build-in capabilities to support both automatic and
manual checks. These data not only can increase the qual-
ity of the outcome of a single process instance based on
automatic sequence-flow decisions. It can also build the
foundation for the analysis of historical process data allow-
ing assertions about the performance of subprocesses and
the consumption of resources. For instance, recorded pro-
cess data in a test case revealed the proportions of average
subprocess time consumptions to be 34% for preprocess-
ing, 64% for the calculation of cooccurrences and 1% for
the database creation. As more data are collected, more
sophisticated statements about the impact of text type and
data size on these measures are possible. Historical data can
also be used to spot configuration problems concerning spe-
cific languages. Regarding the loss of size after filtering the
sentences by the target language, a size reduction ranging
from 3% to 18% was observed in a test case, depending on
language and origin of the data. However, such deviations
can also indicate configuration problems. Another measur-
able aspect is the throughput of data of the involved ser-
vices which may also reveal patterns pointing towards con-
figuration problems or quality issues with resources used
by these services. Furthermore, this allows forecasting of
runtimes, again with respect to language and origin of the
data, making the prediction more reliable. As some checks
require profound knowledge in specific fields, e.g. linguis-
tics, manual checks might still be necessary. With an ap-
propriate process model and a workflow management sys-
tem, even such manual checks, often completely isolated
from fully-automated tasks, can be integrated into the pro-
cess execution. Inspections by domain or language experts
may function as prerequisite for the publication of a re-
source. Comparable to other workflows in a highly special-
ized working environment this requires a consistent rights
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management and the assignment of accurate process roles.
5. Summary
In contrast to many “proprietary” solutions that are often
used in practice, BPMN is a well known and documented
standard that supports a common understanding of pro-
cesses, interfaces and interrelations for all involved par-
ticipants. It can be used as a standardized description of
a workflow and is at the same time executable in differ-
ent workflow management solutions. Being an established
standard, it has the benefit of support by different software
tools and simplifies reuse in other contexts.
Both the techniques and the tools used in Business Process
Management prove to be useful in the process of the re-
peated production of large corpora. BPM allows the defini-
tion of complex processes using a heterogeneous infrastruc-
ture for different corpus processing tools and intermediate
human interaction. This allows an embedded quality con-
trol for the data which are processed. In the case of adap-
tations of the corpus creation process (for instance, with
a special word tokenization tool for a new language), this
can be modeled transparently. Furthermore, the approach
is highly flexible as it allows reusing tasks in new process
models or extending fully automated processes by human
interaction without having to modify task implementations.
In addition to that, replacing underlying implementations
of tasks is possible without changing the process itself.
The model is non-technical and understandable for non-
programmers; parameters like runtime distribution can be
visualized user-friendly for process monitoring.
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Abstract
This paper describes a fundamental re-design and extension of the existing general multi-layer corpus search tool ANNIS, which
simplifies its re-use in other tools. This embeddable corpus search library is called graphANNIS and uses annotation graphs as its
internal data model. It has a modular design, where each graph component can be implemented by a so-called graph storage and
allows efficient reachability queries on each graph component. We show that using different implementations for different types of
graphs is much more efficient than relying on a single strategy. Our approach unites the interoperable data model of a directed graph
with adaptable and efficient implementations. We argue that graphANNIS can be a valuable building block for applications that need
to embed some kind of search functionality on linguistically annotated corpora. Examples are annotation editors that need a search
component to support agile corpus creation. The adaptability of graphANNIS and its ability to support new kinds of annotation
structures efficiently could make such a re-use easier to achieve.
Keywords: corpus tools, multi-layer corpora, interoperability, graph database
1. Introduction
The creation of a search tool for linguistic corpora can be a
large development effort. Nevertheless, new tools are still
being developed, due to their necessity for studies in cor-
pus linguistics as well as the increasing diversity of corpus
types and phenomena available for study.1 Exemplary rea-
sons for such a re-development are:
(1) new kind of annotation structures not supported by any
other tool,
(2) non-ergonomic integration of the existing tool,
(3) problematic software licenses, or
(4) performance problems with the existing tool.
Problem (1) holds true especially true for multi-layer cor-
pora (Dipper, 2005), where different kinds of annotations
are combined into the same corpus and where it can be ex-
pected that the corpus is extended with new types of an-
notation over time. Multi-layer corpus search tools like
ANNIS (Krause and Zeldes, 2016) are often designed to
support many kinds of annotation structures generically in
the same software and query language. This generality in
ANNIS is accomplished by using annotation graphs (Bird
and Liberman, 2001) as the underlying data model. De-
spite the general data model, there are corpora which are
difficult to represent in ANNIS, e.g., corpora for sign lan-
guage, which need support for more complex concepts of
tokens, temporal and spatial annotations (Hanke and Storz,
2008). Thus, even a generic multi-layer corpus search tool
like ANNIS needs to be extended regularly to support more
types of data. The problems (2) and (3) can occur if a non-
search-centric tool, such as an annotation editor, needs to be
1Many dedicated and general search tools exists. Examples for
generic search tools are CWB (Evert and Hardie, 2011), KorAP
(Diewald and Margaretha, 2016), TIGERSearch (Lezius, 2002) or
EXMARaLDA EXAKT (Schmidt and Wo¨rner, 2014).
extended with search functionality, e.g., because it is sup-
posed to support an agile corpus creation workflow (Voor-
mann and Gut, 2008; Druskat et al., 2017). Also, perfor-
mance issues (4) often prove to be a permanent problem.
While computer hardware evolves, the need for larger cor-
pora with more tokens, more annotation layers and more re-
lationships (even between documents if text reuse is studied
(Berti et al., 2014)) increases as well, and keeping up with
the amount of data poses a constant challenge.
When the need for a new corpus tool or integration of a
query system in an existing software arises, it can be more
sustainable to at least partially rely on an existing solution.
Consider the following example: An annotation tool needs
a custom user interface for presenting search results with
tight integration to an existing editor. It would not neces-
sarily need to implement a new query language or query
engine, or a whole query system with all necessary com-
ponents. Instead, it could simply re-use parts of existing
domain-specific query systems. This paper describes a fun-
damental re-design and extension of the existing general
multi-layer corpus search tool ANNIS, which simplifies its
re-use in other tools.
2. graphANNIS
We want to present an approach to design an embeddable
corpus search library that addresses the aforementioned
problems, and discuss the benefits and downsides of this
design. The library that will be used as a case study is the
graphANNIS query engine, which is described in more de-
tail in Krause et al. (2016). graphANNIS was used to re-
implement the ANNIS Query Language (AQL) (Rosenfeld,
2010; Krause and Zeldes, 2016) as a main memory query
engine in the C++ programming language. It can represent
the same range of annotation types as the original ANNIS
implementation, which includes
• token annotations and multiple tokenization,
• span annotations,
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• dominance relations (e.g. for syntax trees), and
• pointing relations for generic edges between any an-
notation node.
While it supports AQL, the implementation is much more
flexible compared to the original mapping of AQL to SQL.
It uses directed graphs that are partitioned into acyclic com-
ponents as its basic data model.
GraphAnnis holds all data in memory, which poses limits
on the sizes of corpora that can be queried. In Krause et al.
(2016), the used memory for different kind of corpora is re-
ported. The “Parlamentsreden Deutscher Bundestag” cor-
pus (Odebrecht, 2012) contains around 3.1 million tokens
and each token has part-of-speech and lemma annotations.
It uses less than 600 MB of main memory. Servers with 512
GB of main memory are available, and such a server could
host corpora ∼ 850 times larger than the “Parlamentsre-
den Deutscher Bundestag” corpus. For such simple token-
only corpora, the memory consumption of graphANNIS
raises linearly with the number of tokens. Thus, even cor-
pora with approximately 2.6 billion tokens, including part-
of-speech and lemma annotation, should fit into the main
memory of such a server. The size of a corpus cannot ul-
timately be defined by numbers of tokens alone. Instead,
a depth factor must be taken into account, referring to the
complexity of a corpus, that is, the numbers of annotation
nodes and edges on top of tokens, and across different anno-
tation layers. Deeply annotated corpora with a large num-
ber of layers and consequently a large number of nodes
and/or relations can arguably be defined as “large”.
3. Modular implementation
Each component of the annotation graph can be imple-
mented in graphANNIS in a specialized module (see Figure
1 for an overview). Such a graph storage is optimized to
find reachable nodes and distances between nodes inside a
component. In contrast to the similar Ziggurat design (Ev-
ert and Hardie, 2015), the implementation optimization is
agnostic to the type of annotation that is encoded in this
graph and only depends on the graph structure itself. Query
operators can be implemented by using the reachability and
distance functions of these components to efficiently imple-
ment queries for linguistic annotation concepts like prece-
dence or dominance. New operators can be added, which
allows to add support for more query languages, or address
currently missing features of AQL like the ones described
in Frick et al. (2012).
GraphANNIS currently implements three different types of
graph storages:
• one that stores the graph in an adjacency list and uses
graph traversal for finding reachable nodes,
• a pre-/post-order based implementation based on the
ideas of Grust et al. (2004), and
• a graph storage that stores linear graphs2 by using a
single order value per node.
2A Linear graph (or “path graph”) is a tree where the maxi-
mum number of outgoing edges for a node is 1.
graphANNIS library (C++)
Graph Storages
application Java API
AQL query
matches
query execution
engine
Java Native Interface
node
annotation
storage
node label search
pre-/post-order
reachability queries
adjacency listlinear graphs
Figure 1: Overview of the graphANNIS library with its dif-
ferent graph storage modules.
The adjacency list is able to store all types of graph compo-
nents, but the pre-/post-order based implementation is re-
stricted to directed acyclic graphs and needs duplicate en-
tries when the graph component is not a tree. When a cor-
pus is imported, a heuristic is used to choose which graph
storage best suits the given graph structure of each com-
ponent. This modular design allows adding new types of
graph storages when new annotations shall be supported by
the query engine. These new graph storages can exploit
the new types of graph structures and provide better per-
formance than the existing implementations. For example,
token precedence is modeled as explicit edges between to-
kens in graphANNIS. The length of the path between the
first and the last token in the document is the number of
tokens of the document. For queries that search for tokens
that precede each other with indefinite length, a traversal
on an adjacency list would be inefficient compared to di-
rect lookup of an order value in a pre-/post-order encoding
or the single order value of a linear graph. On the other
hand, in cases where pre-/post-order encoding would result
in duplicated entries because the annotation graph is not a
tree, graph traversal can be more efficient instead.
4. Evaluation
In Krause et al. (2016), benchmarks have been executed to
compare graphANNIS with the original relational database
implementation of ANNIS. These benchmarks show that
graphANNIS is around 40 times faster to execute a work-
load of more than 3,000 queries (collected from actual user
interactions with the existing ANNIS system) from 17 cor-
pora, than the relational database implementation. It could
be argued, that a more monolithic graph-based implementa-
tion could handle the workload equally well. In order to test
if our modular design and the specialized graph storages ac-
tually have a positive impact, additional benchmarks with a
similar setup as in Krause et al. (2016), but on an updated
set of queries, a have been performed.3
3We did not compare the performance with the relational
database implementation in this paper because the focus is on the
modularization. The data set including the queries will be released
as part of a later publication, which will allow performing such a
comparative benchmark.
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Figure 2: Impact of choosing different graph storage im-
plementations per component on the execution time for
the workload of 2,713 queries. Only queries that combine
at least two annotation nodes haven been included in this
workload. Overall performance is measured as the sum of
the execution times for all queries in milliseconds. The
baseline configuration (using all graph storages) executes
the workload in ≈ 230, 000 ms.
The workload has been executed with the same version of
graphANNIS on the same system, but with different opti-
mization configurations. The configuration where all three
graph storage implementations were enabled performed
best (Figure 2). Another configuration, where the adja-
cency list graph storage has been used exclusively, was >40
times slower than the first one. Using graph indexes like
the pre-/post-order alone does not help either, as this con-
figuration is >80 times slower than the one with all graph
storages enabled. There is no configuration where the graph
storage for linear graphs has been used exclusively, because
it is too specialized to represent all required graph types.
This experiment shows that the modularization actually has
a positive effect. Our approach unites the interoperable data
model of a directed graph with adaptable and efficient im-
plementations. More detailed experiments to further inves-
tigate the strengths and potential problems of this approach
are currently in progress.
5. Discussion and future work
While using a general data model is critical in supporting
a wide range of possible annotation types, there are more
practical issues that graphANNIS tries to solve as well. Re-
using an existing query engine as software component can
be challenging due to technical issues: If the system is only
available as a web service for example, the developed soft-
ware depends on the availability of this service, the net-
work connection, and the sustainability of the infrastruc-
ture providing both. Even if the web service is open source,
installing and managing it and all necessary dependencies
(like a database management system) on a separate infras-
tructure can be overly complicated. graphANNIS is a soft-
ware library that does not have dependencies that need to be
installed separately. It is currently provided as both a C++
and a Java API. The library is also usable as OSGi4 bun-
dle, which made it possible to integrate it into the Atomic
annotation tool (Druskat et al., 2014; Druskat et al., 2017).
4https://www.osgi.org/
Given the diverse landscape of corpus tools, providing only
a C++ and a Java API does not seem sufficient. While a
web service has the advantage of being indifferent to the
programming language and operating system it is used by,
an embedded software component can be more restricted in
its ability to be integrated into these different types of sys-
tems. We therefore propose to extend graphANNIS with an
API of the C programming language, which is supported by
all major operating systems and programming languages.
Such a C API would be a simplified interface to the func-
tionality of graphANNIS and provide functions to execute
queries (counting and finding instances), retrieving sub-
graphs, and administrative tasks like importing corpora. It
would not expose the internal data structures like the actual
graph storages.
As graphANNIS is available as an open source project li-
censed under the liberal Apache License, Version 2.0 on a
public code hosting platform5, the barriers for external con-
tributors are already quite low. This measure also implies
to foster sustainability and re-usability: when the integra-
tion into other programming languages or the feature set of
graphANNIS is “almost sufficient” for an external project,
it should be easier to extend graphANNIS than to develop
a completely new system. GraphANNIS currently does not
have some kind of dynamic plug-in system for extensions
like adding new operators or graph storages, but changes
by the community can be merged into the main code base.
A possible problem for such a community-driven project is
the usage of the C++ programming language, which is not
widely used in other corpus linguistic projects. Extensive
documentation, static code analysis, testing and continuous
integration can help to make access easier and safer for new
contributors. Alternatively, programming languages like
Rust6 provide more compile time guarantees for memory
safety and absence of data races, with an execution effi-
ciency similar to C++ and an easy way to provide an ex-
ternal C API. It should be evaluated if a port of graphAN-
NIS to such a “safe” system programming language would
be feasible and provide the same performance characteris-
tics as the current C++ implementation. With the wide ap-
plicability of annotation graph data models for multi-layer
corpora, efficient designs for graph search implementations
on these models, techniques for easy integration into other
tools and a community-driven development approach, the
building blocks of a future interoperable linguistic query
search library seem to be in sight and the development of
such a system seems feasible.
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Abstract
Available amount of linguistic data raises fast and so do the processing requIrements. The current trend is towards parallel and distributed
systems, but corpus management systems have been slow to follow it. In this article, we describe the work in progress distributed corpus
management system using a large cluster of commodity machines. The implementation is based on the Manatee corpus management
system and written in the Go language. Currently, the implemented features are query evaluation, concordance building, concordance
sorting and frequency distribution calculation. We evaluate the performance of the distributed system on a cluster of 65 commodity
computers and compare it to the old implementation of Manatee. The performance increase for the distributed evaluation in the
concordance creation task ranges from 2.4 to 69.2 compared to the old system, from 56 to 305 times for the concordance sorting task
and from 27 to 614 for the frequency distribution calculation. The results show that the system scales very well.
Keywords: corpus, parallel, distributed, concordance
1. Introduction
Every year, the amount of text produced and stored in-
creases, and so do the requirements to process and search it.
Some of the largest corpora we build for use in Sketch En-
gine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014) now take months to compile,
and their searching leaves a lot to be desired even on today’s
state-of-art machines, mainly due to lack of parallelization
and storage bottlenecks.
Building on the approach described in (Rábara et al., 2017),
where we report on our experiments in acceleration of cor-
pus search using shared-memory multiprocessor machines,
we developed an extension to the Manatee corpus manage-
ment system (Rychly`, 2007) which allows us to distribute
corpus operations over a cluster of commodity computers.
2. System description
The distributed system is based on the reimplementation of
the Manatee corpus manager in Go.
We employ the MapReduce model, where machines in a
cluster work on a local part of the data in isolation – map it
to a partial result. These results are then propagated through
the cluster and collated or reduced to obtain the final result.
Our architecture uses multiple servers and a single client.
The client schedules the work to be done, manages the
servers, and handles interactions with the user. The servers
are where the data is stored and where the performance in-
tensive processing is carried out. The machines within the
cluster communicate using a custom HTTP based proto-
col. The requests transmitted to the servers are encoded as
JSON, while the much larger results are returned in a denser
and more performant Protocol Buffers based format, as the
encoding and decoding steps turned out to be a noticeable
performance bottleneck.
2.1. Implemented features
Currently, only the most fundamental, but at the same time
most difficult to implement, operations have been imple-
mented. These are query evaluation, concordance building,
sorting and frequency distribution calculations.
Corpus compilation is done in the same way as in the cur-
rent Manatee system, except that each of the servers com-
piles its own local part of the corpus. Currently, we do not
build any distributed indices and each part of the distributed
corpus is a standard Manatee compatible corpus on its own.
Uploading of the corpora to the servers is done out-of-band
without any intervention of the system itself by standard
UNIX tools.
Some important functionality has not been implemented
yet, such as fault tolerance and fail-over, as these were
deemed unnecessary in a proof-of concept system. Imple-
menting some functions, such as the Word Sketch, should
be straightforward, while other functions, such as the-
saurus, might end up being calculated with the help of the
servers, but ultimately stored on and queried by the client
itself.
2.1.1. Concordance building
Evaluating Corpus Query Language queries and building
the resulting concordance is done similarly as in the orig-
inal implementation. In the original implementation, con-
cordances are stored as lists of positions in the corpus. The
textual form is generated on the fly when user requests a
specific part of the concordance. Similarly, sorting and fil-
tering operations manipulate numerical representations of
tokens. This is not possible in the distributed implementa-
tion, as the other workers have no knowledge of lexicons
and contents of the other parts of the corpus. Therefore, we
build the textual representation of concordance, including
the contexts, immediately on the servers. The final result is
obtained by concatenating the partial results on the client.
2.1.2. Concordance sorting
It is often required for the concordance to be sorted by some
criteria. We handle this case by distributed merge-sort. Par-
tial results are generated and sorted on the servers and then
streamed the client where the last merging pass is carried
out. An optimization which avoids transferring all the par-
tial results is in place for the case where a specific page of
the concordance is requested. We build a sort index on each
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Query Result size C++ implementation Go implementation
asynchronous synchronous cluster single machine
[word="work.*ing"] 3,696,606 14.62 20.04 0.99 37.19
[word="confus.*"] 702,436 14.88 18.24 0.29 34.89
[word="(?i)confus.*"] 731,452 25.44 34.51 0.76 43.63
[lc=".*ing" &
tag="VVG"]
231,346,778 61.10 242.51 5.01 222.76
[lemma_lc="good"]
[lc="plan"]
20,804 6.18 6.27 0.46 18.94
[word=".*ing"] 371,767,766 240.00 626.94 4.18 241.77
[tag="JJ"]
[lemma="plan"]
553,724 3.18 18.21 1.33 15.74
"some" [tag="NN"] 5,107,984 3.28 36.14 1.46 22.72
[lc=".*ing" &
tag!="VVG"]
141,174,215 61.75 229.08 5.84 281.31
[tag="DT"][lc=".*ly"]
[lc=".*ing"]
[word="[A-Z].*"]
54,957 334.01 more than 3600 32.88 more than 3600
[tag="DT"][lc=".*ly"]
[lc=".*ing"]
[word="[A-Z].*" &
tag!="P.*"]
29,053 344.57 more than 3600 35.44 more than 3600
Table 1: Concordance building performance
Query C++ implementation Go implementation
cluster single machine
[word="Gauss"] 26.89 0.48 26.85
[word="recurrence"] 180.16 1.09 52.00
[word="enjoyment"] 410.08 1.35 123.93
[word="test"] 492.79 3.29 158.38
[word="said"] 266.69 4.51 100.77
[word="a"] more than 3600 s 23.99 more than 3600 s
[word="the"] more than 3600 s 54.73 more than 3600 s
Table 2: Concordance sorting performance
Query Result size C++ implementation Go implementation
cluster single machine
[word="Gauss"] 497 17.01 0.36 12.80
[word="recurrence"] 1,580 159.32 0.33 31.90
[word="enjoyment"] 4,841 361.91 0.59 101.56
[word="test"] 33,100 482.94 3.67 138.39
[word="said"] 208,676 147.50 5.29 67.25
[word="a"] 1,700,427 576.39 15.42 136.90
[word="the"] 3,716,817 1273.01 28.86 621.96
Table 3: Frequency distribution performance
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of the servers, which speeds up random accesses to the local
sorted concordance. The client then merges the partial sort
indices to obtain a global index, which can be queried to ob-
tain the location of the requested concordance lines within
the cluster. As the concordance is already in a textual form,
it is not necessary to perform additional lookups of the sort-
ing keys in the corpus. The trade-off is larger amount of
data that needs to be transferred between the workers. The
merging step on the client is the bottleneck of this opera-
tion. The performance is strongly affected by the transfer
and decoding of the data coming from the clients, so we
only retrieve the pages of the partial result necessary to dis-
play the current final result page. To speed up the decoding,
we chose a dense binary-based representation built on the
Protocol Buffers toolkit.
2.1.3. Frequency distribution
The frequency distribution feature is used to generate vari-
ous kinds of histograms or contingency tables, such as the
counts of context words which appear at a particular po-
sition with respect to a CQL query. This is a demanding
operation, as it might be necessary to transfer lot of data
between the server and the client. Multiple context features
can be specified and the number of values of each of them
can be as large as the size of the lexicon, therefore the result
size can grow exponentially as additional context features
are added. The frequency distribution can be obtained in
shorter time with the distributed architecture, but the max-
imum allowable size is still limited by the available mem-
ory of the client. The partial histograms are calculated and
sorted on every server and then transferred to the client,
where they are combined to obtain the complete distribu-
tion. To speed up the
3. Performance evaluation
3.1. Hardware and software environment
The tests were carried out on a cluster consisting of 65
diverse computers. Each of them configured with 16 GB
RAM and Ivy Bridge or Haswell Intel Core i5 4-core pro-
cessor, depending on the particular machine. These ma-
chines are standard desktop computers accessible by stu-
dents for general use in computer labs, so we cannot claim
that the environment is free from external influences, but
we found that the results during off-hours are consistent and
repeatable. The operating system used was Fedora Linux.
3.2. Evaluation corpus
The corpus we used to evaluate the system is enTenTen12
from our TenTen family of Web corpora (Jakubícˇek et al.,
2013). It is an English corpus consisting of approximately
13 billion tokens. Each of the 65 machines processed a part
of the corpus with 200 million tokens stored on its local
hard-disk.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Concordance building
The Table 1 shows the time in seconds which was necessary
to compute the concordance for a few selected queries from
our test suite. Each of the concordance lines contains the
text representation of the keyword and at most 40 characters
to the left and at most 40 characters to the right, including
paragraph boundaries and a document identificator.
This benchmark tests the raw speed of the mostly sequen-
tial index reads and the construction of the textual concor-
dance representation, which utilizes the lexicons and the
attribute text. These two operations are seek-intensive, but
well-behaved with respect to the caching behavior.
We measured the performance of the current C++ imple-
mentation in two modes. In asynchronous mode, the time
needed for the retrieval of the first 20 rows is given. This
represents the time necessary to serve the first page of re-
sults to the user and approximates the latency of the system.
In synchronous mode, we waited until the whole text rep-
resentation of the concordance had been constructed.
The asynchronous mode is not significantly faster com-
pared to the synchronous mode, relative to the amount of
result rows. This is because after the first 20 lines have
been processed, lexicons and large parts of attribute texts
are cached in system memory, so generating the rest of the
result is much less expensive.
Performance of the distributed implementation was mea-
sured on the 65 worker cluster in one case and on a single
worker in the second case. Asynchronous query evalua-
tion has not been implemented in this system – the results
need to be combined from the different workers as their or-
der and location on the servers is not known beforehand,
but we would still like to preserve their order in the face
of indeterminism. The speedup from the distributed imple-
mentation varies from 2.4 to 69.2 when evaluated over the
whole test suite.
The performance difference between the new implementa-
tion and the current implementation on a single machine is
caused by optimizing the new implementation for complex
queries with large result sizes, on the order of 5 % of the
whole corpus. These issues have been largely eliminated
in subsequent versions of the software, but we didn’t have
the opportunity to reevaluate the performance on the cluster
yet.
On a per-processor basis, the distributed system is less ef-
ficient by design, as the lexicons present on each of the
servers have significant overlap, but the total amount of
memory that can be used to cache the data is much larger.
As the working sets are smaller, every processor can be uti-
lized better, as there are less cache spills.
3.3.2. Concordance sort
The Table 2 shows the time in seconds necessary to evaluate
a query, sort the result and generate a textual representation
of a concordance for a given query. The concordance was
sorted using the three lowercased words to the right of the
keyword as the key. As the performance of query evalua-
tion has been examined in the previous section, the queries
chosen for the evaluation consist of a single word to match
each, as only the bounds of every match are used in the sub-
sequent step. The structure of the query itself matters little.
so We chose the words by their frequency, which is listed in
the Table 4, to account for the various possible result sizes.
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Query Frequency
[word="Gauss"] 2,132
[word="recurrence"] 28,927
[word="enjoyment"] 157,287
[word="test"] 1,625,427
[word="said"] 10,842,497
[word="a"] 241,926,311
[word="the"] 547,226,436
Table 4: Query result sizes
The speedup ranges from 56 to 305 compared to the current
implementation and from 1.0 to 3.5 when running on a sin-
gle machine, excluding the operations which took too long
to complete. The result for the query [word="Gauss"]
takes almost the same time for the current and the new im-
plementation, even though the new implementation uses
multiple cores on every machine. This is because of the
low-level inefficiencies of the new implementation. Com-
pared to the concordance building benchmark, the new im-
plementation is able to catch up because the sorting step
can be more easily parallelized.
3.3.3. Frequency distribution
The Table 3 shows the time in seconds necessary to evaluate
a query and generate the frequency distribution with respect
to a single token immediately to the right.
The speedup between the current and new implementations
ranges from 27 to 614 and from 1.4 to 5.0 when a single
machine is used. The performance increases for queries
with large result sets are limited by the large amount of data
which needs to be transferred from the servers to the client
and by the merging step carried out on it. Inserting another
layer of workers to help with partial result merging between
the servers and the client could help to decrease the total
time necessary, at the cost of a possible increase in latency.
However, we would like to avoid a stratified architecture,
as it introduces large amounts of complexity and points of
failure into the system.
The design of the system predates the availability of abun-
dant cheap memory, so it behaves well under memory pres-
sure. When only query evaluation is considered, the system
is not sensitive to memory pressure – indices are processed
in streaming fashion from disk, and memory is only used
for caching. This extends to the distributed implementation.
Frequency distribution, on the other hand, is inherently
memory intensive, and using the current approach it is nec-
essary to store the whole result on the client, which there-
fore needs to have the same amount of memory installed as
if it were the singular machine used in the C++ implemen-
tation. In the future, it might be beneficial to split the fre-
quency distribution functionality into more pragmatic fea-
tures tailored to the specific use cases instead of the generic
and elegant approach used now.
4. Conclusion
We describe the architecture of a proof-of-concept dis-
tributed corpus management system we developed and
evaluated its performance on a large corpus. The results
show that the performance of the distributed system scales
very well and can support large scale corpus processing
without the need for fancy storage arrays and distributed
filesystems. Some queries that cannot currently be feasi-
bly evaluated in interactive scenarios are now within reach,
allowing more detailed analyses.
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Abstract
The collection and analysis of microtexts is both straightforward from a computational viewpoint and complex in a scientific perspective,
they often feature non-standard data and are accompanied by a profusion of metadata. We address corpus construction and visualization
issues in order to study spontaneous speech and variation through short messages. To this end, we introduce an experimental setting
based on a generic NoSQL database (Elasticsearch) and its front-end (Kibana). We focus on Spanish and German and present concrete
examples of faceted searches on short messages coming from the Twitter platform. The results are discussed with a particular emphasis
on the impact of querying and visualization techniques first for longitudinal studies in the course of time and second for results
aggregated in a spatial perspective.
Keywords:Social media, Twitter, NoSQL databases, Time series, Spatial data mining
1. Introduction
Web documents in general and computer-mediated com-
munication in particular put linguists in front of new chal-
lenges. As empirical evidence is now widely used in lin-
guistics, the Web turns to a major source, which changes
the way research is conducted. That is why Leech (2006)
speaks of linguists as “inhabiting an expanding universe”.
The shift towards web texts took place around the year
2000, while focus on computer-mediated communication
(CMC) is closely related to the emergence of social net-
works in the course of the 2000s. The sharp decrease in
publication of work documenting web corpus construction
and use after 2008 hints at a further development towards
a particular focus on CMC data, which can be explained
by the growing popularity of short message services (also
called microblogs) in the form of social networks. The lat-
ter often provide larger number of identifiable users as well
as clear data on network activity and range, for example by
tracking followers. Because of the profusion of data and
metadata, schemes and methods are needed to live up to
the potential of these sources. It is indeed widely acknowl-
edged that social and humanities scientists need to acquire
and develop the skills to do data analysis and experiment
with the visualization tools necessary to manage and inter-
pret big data (Manovich, 2011).
At the time of Web 2.0 and APIs, a URL is merely an access
point, the resulting website is often tailored not only to what
the user has just typed in or said, but to a whole navigation
and engagement history. Furthermore, the actual text may
become accessory compared to the profusion of metadata
which encase it. The clearly structured machine-readable
formats combine up to hundreds of different fields ranging
from previously studied information such as the user name
or the date of posting to new, typical information such as the
number of followers or the time zone of the user. That being
said, not all information is as relevant or objective as one
would expect, so that it has to be refined before reaching
any conclusion.
Following from a first approach to download and indexing
(Barbaresi, 2016), the present article tries to document both
research methodology and research objects in an articulated
fashion. Beyond the selection of a medium and the collec-
tion and preprocessing of messages, our work follows from
two distinct procedures for handling social media informa-
tion (Tsou and Leitner, 2013): “transform the original in-
formation formats into analytic forms” and “explore mul-
tiple analytical methods”, to try to answer the following
research question: “What should a comprehensive space-
time analysis framework look like for different scenarios or
questions?”. Consequently, the visualizations introduced
here are an attempt to find “the best combination of analyt-
ical methods to analyze social media information in depth
from both temporal and spatial aspects” (Tsou and Leitner,
2013). We address corpus construction and visualization
issues in order to study spontaneous speech and variation
through short messages. We present and discuss an exper-
imental setting to observe language through tweets, with
a particular emphasis on the impact of visualization tech-
niques on time series (messages seen in the course of time)
and space (aggregated projections on maps of geolocated
messages).
2. Experimental setting
2.1. Twitter as a source
The interest in Twitter is generally considered to reside in
the immediacy of the information presented, the volume
and variability of the data contained, and the presence of
geolocated messages (Krishnamurthy et al., 2008). Other
social networks do not deliver the same amount of text,
especially for languages other than English, for example
on Reddit (Barbaresi, 2015). Most importantly, they can-
not be deemed as stable in time in terms of popularity
and API access (Barbaresi, 2013). Nevertheless, because
of access restrictions – mostly mechanical constraints on
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the free streaming access point – it is not possible to re-
trieve all tweets one would need. It is indeed necessary
to enter search terms or a geographic window, which may
greatly affect results especially for highly frequent key-
words (Ljubesˇic et al., 2014). The API is supposed to de-
liver a random sample representing a volume of about 1%
of all tweets when used with a worldwide geographic win-
dow.
Since August 2009, Twitter has allowed tweets to include
geographic metadata, which are considered to be a valuable
source for performing linguistic studies with a high level
of granularity, although the geolocation is not always ac-
curate. Currently, the public Twitter Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) can provide five types of geocod-
ing sources: geo-tagged coordinates, place check-in loca-
tion (by way of a bounding box), user profile location, time
zones, and texts containing explicit or implicit locational
information (Tsou et al., 2017). The geo-tagged coordi-
nates are the most frequently used type of information. The
geolocalized messages can conveniently be projected on
maps, which is highly relevant for various research fields,
for instance variation studies in linguistics. That being said,
it is important to note that geolocated tweets are a small mi-
nority, with estimates as low as 2% of all tweets (Leetaru
et al., 2013). However, even the bounding boxes used to
retrieve tweets do not always function as expected due to
systematic errors (Tsou et al., 2017). Additionally, the ge-
olocation results of profile locations are not a useful proxy
for device locations, and the success at being able to place
users within a geographic region varies with the peculiari-
ties of the region (Graham et al., 2014).
From the point of view of corpus and computational lin-
guistics, tweets are both highly relevant and difficult to pro-
cess. Short messages published on social networks consti-
tute a “frontier” area due to their dissimilarity with existing
corpora (Lui and Baldwin, 2014), most notably with refer-
ence corpora. Some metadata are more useful than others,
and some languages fit more easily into the allocated space
than others (previously 140 characters, now 280 for most
languages). Regarding the content itself, the quantity of in-
formation in general or the relevance for linguistic studies
in particular may vary greatly. In spite of the restrictions
on the API, the delivered volume may already be sufficient
for diverse types of studies, and focusing on a given geo-
graphical region can be a way to provide enough relevant
linguistic evidence. After appropriate filtering and selec-
tion, it is possible to draw maps to compare the geoloca-
tions of tweets with population density as a preliminary to
study language variation (Arshi Saloot et al., 2016) or to
use as input for classification tasks to determine language
use in terms of variants on the social network (Alshutayri
and Atwell, 2017).
2.2. Corpus building
While some studies ground on a collection process which
is limited in time, the corpora described in this article are
monitor corpora, as data collection goes on they grow with
time. So-called “heavy tweeters” (Krishnamurthy et al.,
2008) as well as peculiarities of the API (Morstatter et al.,
2013) raise the question of sampling processes. The ran-
dom sampling methodology used by Twitter to generate the
streams of tweets is rarely put into question. This means
that steps have to be taken in order to minimize or at least
to assess the impact of differences in user activity as well as
potentially unknown sampling biases. Studies have shown
that it is desirable to gather a set of users which is both
large and diverse (Zafar et al., 2015), so that the collection
process is opportunistic. Such steps are described in previ-
ous work. It is possible to take decisions based on relevant
metadata such as the number of followers or retweets as
well as on information contained in the tweets themselves,
such as the mention “RT” for retweet (Ruiz Tinoco, 2013).
Additionally, it is possible only to take tweets coming from
selected sources into account, for example by review the
source fields in the collected tweets and focusing on com-
mon access points and clients (Tsou et al., 2017), most no-
tably the website itself and the official Twitter mobile apps.
2.3. A suitable database infrastructure
The volume of storage space required to record and pro-
cess the tweets is on the order of magnitude of several ter-
abytes. Web data are a typical challenge for linguists work-
ing at public research institutions who do not dispose of
large amounts of computing power (Tanguy, 2013). Addi-
tionally, Twitter data come in a form which has to be refined
to suit the needs of linguists, as not all information and all
metadata fields are linguistically relevant. In order to keep
up with the challenges related to data structure and growing
amount of tweets, we present our search engine of choice.
The interest of NoSQL databases is known as regards the
feature-rich content returned by the Twitter API (Kumar et
al., 2014), they make it possible to access the corpus and see
through it in various ways by using faceted searches. Their
logic also supports indexing a variable number of metadata
and efficiently divide the corpus into several subcorpora. In
that sense, our purpose is to be opportunistic enough dur-
ing corpus creation in order to allow for subcorpora which
match particular interests.
Two main components of the open-source ELK stack (Elas-
ticsearch, Logstash, Kibana) are used, namely Elastic-
search1 to index the tweets and its front-end Kibana2 to
provide a user-friendly interface to queries, results, and vi-
sualizations. Installation and configuration are straightfor-
ward on most platforms, it is also possible to directly ap-
pend servers to an existing cluster. Additionally, a sharding
structure is implemented: shards (whether on the same ma-
chine or not) can be activated or deactivated to suit partic-
ular needs. Even with a single-server installation, it is con-
venient to process large amounts of tweets, that is on the
basis of 10 Gb of data collected per day on the streaming
API. The creation of subcorpora is possible through facets
corresponding to a number of constraints acting on the text
or the metadata (countries, precise time or date intervals,
geographical window, etc.). Finally, the software is open-
source and currently updated frequently, which gives access
1https://www.elastic.co/ Elasticsearch seems to be among the
top-10 most popular database software at the moment https://db-
engines.com/en/ranking
2https://www.elastic.co/de/products/kibana
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to the latest optimizations or customizations (for example
through Kibana’s plugins).
Although it is not primarily a search engine for linguists,
Elasticsearch takes advantage of the native JSON format of
the tweets as well as of a number of relevant field types after
a subsequent mapping, which allows for refined queries on
text and metadata, which in turn ca be relevant for linguists,
as we discuss in the remainder of this article. In order to
give a user-friendly access to the results, dashboards can be
configured out of a series of indicators. Despite its advan-
tages for the structuration of non-standard data, the main
drawback of nested JSON format resides in the lack of fa-
miliarity or compatibility with the formats commonly used
in corpus linguistics, however the integration is possible
through a number of conversion tools (e.g. plugins). The
main drawbacks result at the time being from the built-in
linguistic processing as well as a lack of integrated linguis-
tic annotation. Considering non-standard speech, the stan-
dard lemmatization/normalization of queries and results by
the search engine may be imprecise. Language-specific
analysis modules can be selected, the default lemmatization
is employed here due to the multilingual nature of our data,
so that tokens can mainly be accessed on token or surface
level.
3. Faceted querying and visualizations
In this section, we present three case studies focused on
structured data synthesis in order to demonstrate the char-
acteristics of language use on Twitter as well as the kind of
information made available by our experimental setting.
3.1. Results presented as a dashboard
The first case deals with the amount of information avail-
able, which has to be filtered and presented it a synthetic
fashion in order to allow for linguistic interpretation. We
start from a classical display of results in corpus linguis-
tics, the “word in context” (or KWIC) feature. Figure 1
shows a version of it which has been adapted to the tweets:
results from several fields are aggregated into a dashboard,
in that case the date, the text of the tweet (with the actual
results), the name as chosen by the user, the “screen name”
or account ID on Twitter, and the follower count. That way,
it is straightforward to make a number of assumptions re-
garding the status of both user and tweet (for example con-
cerning their influence). This example concerns colloquial
German, where the contraction of denkst du in denkste has
been considered to be typical for computer-based commu-
nication (Bartz et al., 2013). The query3 contains the search
for the exact expression denkste (without normalization), it
also restricts the context to tweets in German which are not
explicit retweets.
3.2. Combined time series
In a second example, we use the leverage provided by
the amount of data to shed light on particular phenomena
and use and visualization to corroborate hypotheses on lan-
guage. Since metadata include the time of posting, it is
possible to split the corpus in units of time. It is also quite
3text:”denkste” AND lang:de AND retweeted:False
natural to look at the axis of time in the monitor corpus,
both in a linear and in a aggregated way. We present a lon-
gitudinal study which would be costly and tedious to real-
ize in a classical fashion but where comparable information
can be derived from the tweets themselves without artefacts
linked to metadata. Figures 2a and 2b display the results
of a time series query comparing two characterizing vari-
ants in Spanish in the course of the day: buenos dı´as and
buen dı´a, Figure 2a focuses on tweets sent from Argentina
while Figure 2b focuses on tweets sent from Spain, both
are rendered using the Kibana’s timelion plugin.4 While a
global figure would show patterns relative to the time zone
of the users, these two uncouple the information to show
the difference: a predominancy of buen dı´a in Argentina
and of buenos dı´as in Spain, with a roughly similar pattern
in the course of time highlighting that this expression is al-
most exclusively used in the morning. All this information
is gathered in a suitable fashion for variation studies and
is interpretable provided it is presented with the adequate
circumspection.
3.3. Spatial analysis
Finally, our collection processes and infrastructure allow
for the spatial studies on languages. A higher granularity
of both queries and display is possible, as well as a direct
access to the geolocalized tweets, which are then naturally
interpretable in the form of a map. The tweets are automat-
ically grouped by built-in clustering processes. The circles
on the map display the number of tweets available for a
particular place or region.
In order to illustrate the immediacy and practicality of the
information available this way, we take Spanish diminu-
tives as example, as there is a fair proportion of geolocated
tweets to be found from different countries. There are sev-
eral known diminutives for the word cafe´, Figure 3a de-
picts the spatial distribution of tweets for the token cafecito,
mostly in Central and South America, whereas Figure 3b
focuses on cafelito, nearly exclusively to be found on the
Spanish Peninsula. This comparison on maps using mil-
lions of tweets collected in 2017 confirms empirically this
fact known to variation studies. On this order of magni-
tude, map processing from already indexed data is a matter
of seconds and thus suitable for exploratory research from
a linguistic and from a practical point of view.
3.4. Discussion
Twitter is a particular medium from an informational as
well as from a sociological point of view. Age or gender
biases are difficult to assess (Peersman et al., 2011), al-
though they are certainly impacting both the structuration
of the networks and the linguistic analysis. Additionally, a
corpus may be affected by certain trends or keywords, be-
yond simple retweets or more complex repetitions of cer-
tain patterns. “Early adopters” and “power users” can dis-
tort a corpus quantitatively and qualitatively on the side of
the observer and at the same time influence other users in
their use of the language on the productive side.
Additionally, our experimental setting is not neutral and
greatly contributes to shape the potential experiments. Nu-
4https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/timelion.html
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Figure 1: Detail/qualitative analysis in the dashboard mode, exact search for the contraction denkste in tweets identified as
being in German and excluding retweets
(a) Focus on Argentina (b) Focus on Spain
Figure 2: Two variants of salutation (singular and plural), visualized through Kibana according to the hours of use (in each
respective time zone)
meric indicators tend to be favored as they allow for im-
mediate realization of graphs such as bar charts. The anal-
ysis of text can get much more complicated, starting from
the linguistic annotation tasks: language identification of
tweets is error-prone. Catalan for example very often re-
sorts to the “undetermined” category according to Twitter
data. Furthermore, tweets are used for various purposes
and may entail a diverging amount of “text” in a traditional
linguistic sense (statements, replies, phatic formulas as op-
posed to hashtags, gifs, emoticons, and emojis).
Installations and tweet corpora are maintained at both in-
stitutions5, they are used by colleagues and students alike,
mostly for exploratory studies on spontaneous non-standard
language. In this context, despite the lack of deep linguis-
5Academy Corpora, Austrian Academy of Sciences and Fac-
ulty of Foreign Studies, Sophia University.
tic analysis, the interface is more user-friendly, easier to
explain to students for example, and thus more directly us-
able for linguistic studies. The aggregation of data into a
dashboard provides a way to find the right balance between
profusion of data and relevance. We can still highlight two
main artefacts of the apparatus in this case. First, there is
a strong tendency to adjust the queries to the output, that is
to test for hypotheses which lead to clear-cut results. Sec-
ond, the projection on maps is the most prominent feature.
Geolocated tweets distinguish this platform from other so-
cial networks, and corpus users are fond of reactive, inter-
pretable maps.
4. Conclusion
The actual contents of a web corpus can often only be listed
with certainty once the corpus is complete. In fact, corre-
sponding to the potential lack of information concerning
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(a) cafecito (b) cafelito
Figure 3: Spatial distribution of two diminutives of the word cafe´ in tweets
the metadata of the texts is a lack of information regarding
the content, which has to be recorded and evaluated a pos-
teriori, in a post hoc evaluation (Baroni et al., 2009). The
notion of a posteriori analysis is a key concept regarding
the study of tweets, whereas corpus design as considered by
the tradition of corpus linguistics is systematically a priori.
This bears both a risk and a chance: the linguistic relevance
of the documents included is harder to assess, but it is also
possible to determine new structural elements and discover
relations in the data, for instance linguistic phenomena.
In this sense, we addressed corpus construction and visu-
alization issues in order to study spontaneous speech and
variation through short messages, notably metadata such
as a location embedded in tweets. The technological stack
based on Elasticsearch and Kibana has convinced us by its
stability, scalability, and ease of use, although it ought to
be complemented by further refinements and annotations
in order to suit the needs of linguists.
We believe that our experimental setting can bring linguis-
tic studies closer to actual language use. To this end, the
adequation of the corpus with a given research goal has to
be assessed. It is perfectly possible to adapt the geome-
try of the corpus to target a particular user type, region,
or language. Yet beyond the scope of geographic variation
as traditionally seen by examining utterances in a lexical
or syntactic or other linguistic aspects, the study of online
social networks also opens up new possibilities regarding
user involvement and activity or general characteristics of
the populations, features which would have needed a par-
ticular data collection effort in the past and which were not
put into focus in variation studies.
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Abstract
The paper discusses use cases and proposals to increase the flexibility and reusability of components for analysis and further processing
of analysis results in corpus query platforms by providing standardized interfaces to access data at multiple levels.
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1. Introduction
Compared to other disciplines that deal with big research
data, in linguistics it is on the one hand particularly impor-
tant and on the other hand particularly difficult to equip
research software with satisfactory functionalities for data
analysis. It is important because the research data usually is
not only too big tomove, but also – due to IPR and license re-
strictions – often not allowed to move (Kupietz et al. 2010,
2014; Kamocki et al. 2016). For this reason, researchers
who want to analyse corpora cannot simply download the
data and apply their own software tools. Providing generally
satisfactory functionalities in central corpus analysis plat-
forms, however, has proven difficult. One reason for this
is that the question, how language data should be analysed,
depends very much on the research aims, and is itself a key
research field with rapid development. As a consequence,
provided functionalities will typically not cover all areas of
interest and will be outdated quickly. Finding solutions for
this dilemma is even more important as a quick and general
availability of methods for analysis and for the visualization
of analysis results, and accordingly a certain nudge towards
methodological canonicalization is likely to foster scientific
progress in disciplines that deal with language data.
In this paper we will review current approaches (including
our own approach with KorAP) to interoperable language
analysis and discuss their limitations. We then describe typ-
ical analysis use cases from which we derive the main data
structures needed for their support. On this basis, we outline
a basic API, and discuss the resulting data access require-
ments.
2. Previous work
2.1. CLARIN
A lot of valuable and groundbreaking work with respect to
the reusability of language resources and technology has
been done within the European Research Infrastructure for
Language Resources and Technology CLARIN. Apart from
corpus encoding standards, and best practices, particularly
relevant for the subject of this paper are the experiences
with the web-service orchestration and tool-chaining plat-
form for corpus processing WebLicht (Hinrichs, Hinrichs
and Zastrow 2010). WebLicht itself, however, is based on
a distributed network of web-services between which data
is transferred while analysis functions are immobile. Thus
the WebLicht approach does not address license and IPR
restriction problems, typical in corpus linguistics.
In general, the task addressed in this paper will complement
the work done in CLARIN, in the sense that CLARIN work
focuses on commonly used base infrastructures and existing
resources and technologies, while the task here is focussed
on a very specific class of use cases and applications.
2.2. KorAP
Increasing data reusability and accessibility for different ap-
plications using different methods was one of the key targets
of KorAP, the corpus analysis platform developed at the IDS
starting in 2011 (Kupietz et al. 2014). From the beginning
of the KorAP project, it has been clear that the core devel-
opers at the IDS would not be able to develop and maintain
all desired functionalities to satisfy all potential users.
At an early stage of the KorAP’s design phase (Bański et
al. 2012, p. 2906), the intended approach to solve the prob-
lem was to roughly follow Jim Gray’s (2004) principle, if
the data cannot move put the computation near the data,
by providing a mobile code sandbox where users can run
their own “KorAPp” code with controlled output in order
to meet license restrictions (Kupietz et al. 2010). However,
due to high expected development costs of such a sandbox,
its maintenance and the required hardware, this approach
was only pursued in a manual way: DeReKo samples were
sent to interested users to let them adapt their software to
the DeReKo encoding format, the software then was applied
manually on IDS servers, and the controlled output was sent
back to the users (Kupietz et al. 2014).
Proposed levels of access
To simplify this work as much as reasonable, since 2014
(Bański et al.) KorAP follows an alternative multi-level ap-
proach for making the data accessible to user code depend-
ing on the respective task, with the following levels of ac-
cess:
• Corpus: Corpus-level access is typically most suitable
for tasks that (a) require whole texts as input and/or (b)
need to add new annotations to the corpus data. A typi-
cal example for such a task is topic domain or text type
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classification. It can be carried out bymeans of (manually
applied) mobile code as described above.
• Multiple (Backend) Instances: This level, or rather ap-
proach, is ideally applicable for tasks relying on multiple,
physically separated corpora and where identical func-
tionalities are expected as e. g. for contrastive studies on
comparable corpora (Cosma et al. 2016, Kupietz et al.
2017). In addition, however, this approach can also be
a complementary alternative to standardized data access.
For example if a corpus query tool A is used, but func-
tionalities of tool B are required, in some cases the easiest
solution can be to convert the corpus data to the format re-
quired by tool B and run an instance of tool B in addition
to tool A.
• Web-API: This level seems ideally applicable for tasks
that require search results. In the case of KorAP, the in-
terface is specified by the Kustvakt REST-API and the
KoralQuery protocol (Bingel and Diewald 2015); option-
ally executed close to the data to avoid network latencies
(“fast lane”).
• Open Source: This level is ideal for tasks that require
or suggest extensions to core functionalities. In the case
of KorAP, such extensions can be proposed for review
and submitted via Gerrit12. For functionalities for which
alternatives are specifically welcomed, an interface defi-
nition (in the Java sense) could streamline this extension
process.
Currently, the access at these different levels is, however,
mostly KorAP-specific and not standardized. Thus, the pro-
posed levels of data-access primarily serve to complement
and to facilitate further steps of canonicalization and stan-
dardization.
2.3. Other corpus query tools
Probably all existing corpus query tools support mecha-
nisms for exporting query results in different formats to al-
low further processing. The corpus workbench (Evert and
Hardy 2011), for example, provides a tabulate command to
aggregate query results into tables that can then be used for
further statistical analysis.
A corpus query tool that goes very far with providing inter-
faces for data access is the CorpusExplorer3 (Rüdiger 2018)
which offers an extensible large variety of export formats
and an SDK to allow users to develop their own functions
for analysis and further processing.
Nederlab (Brugman et al. 2016) provides an R based visual-
ization service (Komen 2015) as a separate service compo-
nent to further process search results, especially for visual-
izations, and is meant to support even user provided custom
R modules.
3. Use cases
This list of example use cases for exchangeable analysis
modules is not intended to be complete. It rather reflects
1KorAP’s Gerrit: https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/
gerrit/
2Gerrit Code Review in general: https://www.
gerritcodereview.com/
3https://notes.jan-oliver-ruediger.de/software/
corpusexplorer-overview/
our own interests, the experiences with the DeReKo user
community, and mainly serves as an overview of possible
application classes and their requirements.
3.1. Collocation Analysis
An obvious and simple use case for interoperable analysis
modules is collocation analysis (Sinclair 1991), which is of-
fered in nearly every corpus platform and one of the most
widely used and most often varied methodologies in corpus
linguistics.
The standard case: cohesion of word pairs
In the standard case, collocation or co-occurrence analysis
measures the association between co-occurring words. I.
e. it assigns an association score to word pairs of the vo-
cabulary observed in a corpus based on their respective to-
tal frequencies and their co-occurrence frequency within a
certain context-window, e. g. [-5, 5] around the target word,
so that high scores indicate strong attraction, low scores in-
dicate weak attraction, and scores can be used to rank the
word pairs according to the strength of their attraction (Ev-
ert 2009).
The results of collocation analysis can be used for finding
recurrent syntagmatic patterns and, by means of compar-
ing vectors of association scores (collocation profiles) for
finding paradigmatic relationships between words (Perkuhn
2007). For both scenarios exchangeable analysis functions
and interfaces for further processing or visualizing the re-
sults would be desirable.
Higher-order collocation analysis
In higher-order collocation analysis (Keibel and Belica
2007) the analysis is applied recursively by taking the co-
hesive pairs found in one step as a single node and using
some form of the found concordances as the corpus in the
subsequent step.
It is already more difficult to define a sufficiently general
standardized API for this simple extension, however, it
might be a good example of functions that are more easily
standardizable on an API level by using callbacks.
3.2. Corpus Comparison
The general goal of corpus comparison (Kilgariff 2001) is
to analyse language use depending on text-external vari-
ables, such as mode (oral vs. written), genre, register,
discipline, or time, in order to understand the correlation
between text-internal features with text-external variables.
Analysis techniques comprise multivariate analysis (e. g.
Biber 1993), cluster analysis, and classification (Teich and
Fankhauser 2010) together with feature selection and rank-
ing (Fankhauser et al. 2014, Teich et al. 2014).
In terms of data structures, the typical workflow for corpus
comparison is as follows. For feature selection, a query on
the corpus is used to select a virtual subcorpus and features
of interest. The query result consists of sequences of words,
or more generally sequences of features (such as part-of-
speech n-grams), from which bags of words can be derived.
Crucial for this kind of analysis is that the query results are
contextualized with the text-external variables.
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3.3. Provenance of analysis results: Linking back
to the concordances
A feature that is generally desirable across many if not all
use cases is the possibility to link back from aggregated
representations of query or analysis results to the corpus
texts that were the basis of the analysis. A typical exam-
ple would be to allow users to click on tokens displayed
in map-visualizations of distributional-semantic neighbour-
hoods (Keibel and Belica 2007, Fankhauser and Kupietz
2017), or in frequency graphs (Kupietz et al. 2017b: 327)
in order to execute a query that shows the corresponding or
underlying concordances. Such a feature is highly desirable
because in typical exploratory workflows (Tukey 1977) the
results of further processing of corpus analyses do not have
the function to thoroughly display observations but rather to
illicit the abduction of new hypotheses that need to be ver-
ified on the basis of the observed data (Keibel and Kupietz
2009, Jockers 2013, Perkuhn and Kupietz 2018: 87-88).
4. Data modelling
As exemplified in the use cases above, the two main data
structures for text analysis are sequences of words and bags
of words.
Sequences of words maintain the actual order of words in
context of their use up to a certain length. Thereby, se-
quences comprise concordances, word n-grams, and, when
adorned with frequencies, n-gram language models.
Bags of words disregard the order of words, but often repre-
sent larger contexts, such as documents or entire subcorpora,
by means of vectors over the entire vocabulary of a corpus.
Word co-occurrences constitute an interesting case in be-
tween. On the one hand, they can be modelled by means
of bigram sequences w1w2, on the other hand, as bags of
words indexed by w1 or w2.
Both, sequences of words and bags of words, should be
equipped with a (not necessarily unique) context identifier,
which allows to associate them with text external variables,
such as metadata, about the document or the subcorpus.
Likewise, the words themselves can be equipped with iden-
tifiers, in order to associate word or position specific annota-
tions, such as lemma or part-of-speech, and more generally
link back to the corpus text.
5. Interfaces
Tomake analysis modules in corpus query systems reusable,
standardized interfaces are required. As all use cases focus
on very large corpus data and the introduced perspective is
on data that requires restricted access due to license and IPR
restrictions, a scenario of standardized web-service APIs
seems to be obvious, although interface definitions could
be adapted for programming library interfaces as well. The
interface definition can be separated in three parts: the re-
quest protocol, the response format, and, in case the analysis
results should be represented by the corpus query system or
processed further, the analysis format.
Request Protocol
The request protocol specifies endpoints and parameters for
data access. Regarding the presented example use cases,
these are at least
• Query endpoint: Requires corpus definition (or docu-
ment identifier), query definition (or positional identi-
fiers), context definition (in characters, words, annota-
tions, etc.), metadata fields to retrieve, annotations in the
match to retrieve
• Statistical endpoint: Calculation of, e.g., numbers of to-
kens or occurrences in a defined corpus
• Grouping endpoint: Grouping of matches with fre-
quency information
The request protocol probably requires batch processing for
large request sets and a paging/cursor mechanism for large
result sets. Existing APIs to get inspiration from include
OpenSearch4, SRU5, and PortableContacts6.
Response Format
The response format represents the accessible corpus data
in a machine readable format, preferable in JSON (or JSON-
LD, following recommendations from ISOTC37 SC4WG1-
EP) or XML for further processing. Existing formats to get
inspiration from include RSS, Atom, and ActivityStreams7.
Analysis Format
The results of the presented analysis methods can be seri-
alized as data tables, therefore they may use a CSV format
for further processing, or a serialization to JSON or XML.
Existing APIs to get inspiration from include the Web Lan-
guage Model API8. For visual integration in user interfaces,
the data may be passed as image data or presented in (sand-
boxed) iframes. Existing APIs to get inspiration from in-
clude OpenSocial9.
6. Data Access Requirements and Current
Implementations
The use cases introduced above require means of access to
corpus data that are not necessarily in the focus of corpus
query engines, which are typically optimized for structured
queries (formulated in corpus query languages like CQP,
Christ 1994) on structured textual data, rather than for pro-
viding data structures suitable for further analysis. In addi-
tion, they may provide functionalities to define subcorpora
or restrict access to the underlying corpus, because full ac-
cess is limited due to legal constraints. To meet these re-
quirements, most corpus query engines either rely on uni-
formly layouted documents (e. g. searching plain XML files
using XQuery or XPath) or indexed corpus data. As opera-
tions on non-indexed data can computationally be expensive
for very large corpora, indexed representations are prefered
for most use cases involving data analysis.
Recent developments in corpus query engines focus on in-
verted indices, as used by BlackLab10, MTAS11 or KorAP
4http://www.opensearch.org/
5https://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/
6http://portablecontacts.net/
7http://activitystrea.ms/
8https://azure.microsoft.com/de-de/services/
cognitive-services/web-language-model/
9https://github.com/opensocial
10http://inl.github.io/BlackLab/
11https://meertensinstituut.github.io/mtas/
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(Diewald and Margaretha 2016) - although alternative ap-
proaches have proven to be useful as well (e. g. relational
database models in ANNIS, Zeldes et. al 2009; or graph
databases in graphANNIS, Krause et al. 2016). While in-
verted indices perform well on the task of structural queries
(by providing for fast retrieval of textual units using a dictio-
nary of surface terms, annotations, or metadata fields), they
are not well suited for fast retrieval of contextual informa-
tion necessary for the required data modelling for data anal-
yses. The match information of a search, retrieved from the
postings lists of an inverted index contain, at minimum, a
document identifier (that can be used to recreate context on
the document level) and optionally positional information
(that can be used to recreate context of occurrences on the to-
ken or character level). However, the recreation of contexts
(for example to retrieve all meta information of a document
or to generate snippets) normally requires post-processing
steps, involving additional data structures (see Manning et
al. 2008, p. 158). Implementations like Apache Lucene12
(the inverted index architecture behind BlackLab, MTAS,
and KorAP) can provide fast access to storedmetadata fields
as well as primary data, that can be, in conjunction with po-
sitional information, be used to recreate textual context for a
match. These additional data representations however have
the disadvantage of introducing redundancy. Instead of a
raw primary data string, a stored field may contain an an-
notation enriched representation as well (cf. COSMAS II,
Bodmer 1996), introducing even more redundancy. This is
useful to return context including annotational markup (see
the use case for corpus comparison) or to limit the context
according to annotation boundaries, like sentences. More
elaborate engines make use of an additional forward index
(see for example BlackLab13, or prototype versions of Ko-
rAP14) to provide fast access to the raw data by positional
information.
Additional data access is required for the proposed use cases
regarding corpus statistics, for example to retrieve the num-
ber of tokens in a specified subcorpus, or the number of oc-
currences of context tokens in a subcorpus. Some of these
information can be precalculated and stored in document as-
sociated meta fields, but the corpus query engine needs to
provide methods for performant data aggregation as well.
To make data analysis components exchangeable, corpus
query engines will be required to not only provide fast
search capabilities, but also grant fast access to all under-
lying corpus data (primary data, annotation data, and meta-
data), based on document and positional information, while
still respecting IPR restrictions.
7. Preliminary Conclusions
Improving the interoperability and extensibility of analysis
and further processing functions in different corpus query
engines seems desirable and feasible. However, the devel-
opment and maintenance costs for supporting more sophis-
ticated applications via canonical APIs seem – given the ex-
tensive experiences within the CLARIN project, the hetero-
12http://lucene.apache.org/core/
13http://inl.github.io/BlackLab/file-formats.
html
14See https://github.com/KorAP/Krawfish-prototype
geneity of corpus query tools and even the limited scope of
use cases given in this paper – quite high. We, thus, recom-
mend to start the canonicalization with functions that are of
strong common interest as well as easily convergable. To
this end, we presented some widely used applications for
corpus analysis, and identified the main data structures to
support them.
As flanking measures, we recommend to follow and to ex-
tend a multi-level approach as sketched above, already at
a not (fully) standardized stage. This means for example
to support standard corpus encoding and annotation for-
mats, so that corpora and corpus analysis tools can be added
and exchanged with manageable efforts and to support the
open source level by encouraging the extension of corpus
query systems with new analysis functions on the part of
external users and developers. As always, standardization
makes sense upto a point where the total costs for imple-
menting andmaintaining the required generality exceeds the
total costs of achieving the desired results at the relevant
places and maintaining their required reproducibility with-
out a standard. Instead of guessing, where this break-even
point will be, it seems reasonable to start with some safe
candidates while not neglecting other (promising) ones.
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Abstract
The paper describes preliminary studies regarding the usage of Example-Based Querying for specialist corpora. We outline an
infrastructure for its application within the linguistic domain. Example-Based Querying deals with retrieval situations where users
would like to explore large collections of specialist texts semantically, but are unable to explicitly name the linguistic phenomenon they
look for. As a way out, the proposed framework allows them to input prototypical everyday language examples or cases of doubt, which
are automatically processed by CRF and linked to appropriate linguistic texts in the corpus.
Keywords: Grammar and Syntax, Infrastructures and Architectures, Information Retrieval, Machine Learning Methods, Special-
ist Corpora
1. Introduction and Related Work
Specialist corpora do not only serve as data foundation for
linguistic studies. Regarding the content aspect, they also
provide invaluable access to research results reported in the
corpus texts, and thus could be used to promote the transfer
of knowledge from specialist corpora to individual learners.
This relates in particular to monitor corpora of scientific
journals, (virtual) collections of reference books for a cer-
tain domain, and archives comprising online information
systems from the web.
The content of such information systems is sometimes tech-
nically stored as plain text, but more often as a combina-
tion of semantically structured XML-hypertexts and text-
specific metadata. A prominent example for the linguis-
tic domain is the grammatical information system gram-
mis, hosted at the Institute for German Language (IDS)
in Mannheim (IDS-Mannheim, 2018) (Schneider and
Schwinn, 2014). It brings together terminological, lexi-
cographical, bibliographical, and corpus-based information
about German grammar, and combines the description of
grammatical structures from a syntactic, semantic, or func-
tional perspective with multimedia content such as graph-
ics, sound, and animation (see figure 1). Thus, features of
spoken language, the construction of morphological or syn-
tactical structures, and the effects achieved by the transfor-
mation of these structures can be immediately illustrated.
Other modules provide authentic datasets and empirical
analyses of corpus studies on specific language phenomena,
plus a scientific description of selected linguistic terminol-
ogy with reference to corpus-based examples.
Among other things, such large hypertext collections – usu-
ally with a multitude of contributing authors – have to deal
with terminological variety: The use of different vocabu-
laries (i.e., terms or concepts that are specific for a certain
approach) within documents can cause considerable diffi-
culties for systematic content retrieval (Bubenhofer and
Schneider, 2010) (Sharma and Mittal, 2016). This seems
especially true for fields where theories or even authors tend
to name comparable concepts differently, and where termi-
nology often reflects miscellaneous needs of heterogeneous
user groups.
As a consequence, a notorious problem of specialist cor-
pora like grammis is the identification of appropriate con-
tent that suits the concrete question of the current user –
often a search for the needle in a haystack. Apart from tra-
ditional retrieval utilities – (semantically enriched) full text
search, keyword lists, table of contents etc. – we believe
that natural language could play an important role in the
exploration process, inasmuch as it allows users to gain ac-
curate access to appropriate pieces of information without
the need of learning specialized query languages or with-
out the time-consuming task of filling out complex search
forms. Moreover, it could offer a way-out in situations
where users, due to terminological uncertainties, are unable
to name a certain problem or the phenomenon they look for.
Related work exists for the underlying idea: The Linguist’s
Search Engine (LSE) tried to offer an ”intuitive, linguis-
tically sophisticated but user-friendly way” (Resnik and
Elkiss, 2005) by adopting a strategy called ”Query By Ex-
ample” 1 for web searches based on POS tagging. TIGER
Corpus Navigator allows users to navigate a corpus, based
on example sentences that represent abstract linguistic con-
cepts (Hellmann et al., 2010). Most recently, (Augusti-
nus et al., 2012) and (Augustinus et al., 2016) introduced
example-based treebank querying as a way to search within
annotated corpus resources. They allow users to enter nat-
ural language sentences or phrase segments as a basis to
search for similar syntactic constructions.
We expand this methodologically highly attractive idea in
several ways: First, we apply it not on annotated treebank
corpora, but on a heterogenous structured specialist corpus.
Since the included texts provide information about natu-
ral language phenomena (object of investigation) with the
help of natural language (means of communication), they
consequently should be explorable with the same means of
natural language. Second, we see example-based querying
as an ideal way to open up scientific corpus resources to a
broader public. Our focus is not restricted to users who lack
experience in specialized corpus query languages, but also
1This approach should not be confused with a method of the
same name for describing a database query strategy, originally de-
veloped by IBM (Zloof, 1977).
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Figure 1: Online access to the grammis specialist corpus
on users with different terminological backgrounds, or even
without explicit knowledge of linguistic terminology. The
objective is to combine a language-oriented retrieval ap-
proach, which is supposed to be suitable for both linguists
and linguistic laymen, with a data-oriented foundation.
This framework description is structured as follows: The
next section introduces our proposed retrieval layers, as
well as the resources they operate on. Section 3. covers the
syntax-based layer – the place where example-based query-
ing takes place – in more detail, featuring some prototypical
examples. Section 4. summarizes the benefits and gives an
outlook on ongoing work.
2. The Retrieval Environment
The grammis specialist corpus comprises nearly 3,000
XML-coded hypertext documents on grammatical topics
that constitute a 4-million-token collection of specialized
language. Furthermore, dictionaries of selected linguistic
phenomena (like verb valency, genitive formation, connec-
tors, affixes, prepositions) contribute about 1,500 textual
entries with customized XML microstructures and an ad-
ditional total of 2 million tokens. Both information types
are valuable foundations for example-based querying, in
the sense that they contain large quantities of natural lan-
guage examples for illustration purposes, and that they are
completely categorized by terminological keywords. Key-
words are organized as controlled vocabularies – covering
and interconnecting different linguistic theories and schools
– within a terminology management system that features
ISO-2788/ANSI Z39.19 compliant hyponymy/meronymy
relationship types (Suchowolec et al., 2016).
The aggregated 4,500 XML units, containing a mixture of
domain-specific specialist language and everyday language
example sentences, constitute the overall search space. In
order to facilitate content exploration, we consider the fol-
lowing resources:
• Corpus of Tagged Examples: Out of the specialist
hypertexts and lexical entries, all XML-coded every-
day language sentences are added to a corpus database
of tagged examples. To enrich these approximately
5,500 samples with POS and morphological annota-
tions about case, number, gender etc., we use the sta-
tistical tagger MarMot (Mueller et al., 2013), built
upon Conditional Random Fields (CRF). For each ex-
ample sentence, the corpus database stores a back ref-
erence to the source document and its corresponding
keywords.
• Dictionaries/Lexica: The grammis lexical resources
can be divided into ”flat” dictionaries, organized as
simple word lists with attached explanatory texts, and
”enriched” dictionaries with explicitly coded seman-
tic or syntactic content. The latter applies to the E-
VALBU valency dictionary (IDS-Mannheim, 2010),
which is based on the most comprehensive work on
German verb valency – VALBU (Schumacher et al.,
2004) — and includes detailed information about the
arguments controlled by a verbal predicate. Further-
more, by adding the onomasiological classification
from Verben in Feldern (VIF) (Schumacher, 1986),
every verb can be assigned to a hierarchical set of se-
mantically founded verb fields and subfields.
• Terminological Net: Another semantic resource uti-
lized by the proposed retrieval framework comes out
of the grammis terminology management system. The
approximately 1,400 stored concepts form a poly-
hierarchical network of meaningfully related special-
ized words, using standardised relationship types (syn-
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Figure 2: Retrieval Layers and Utilized Resources
onym, broader term, broader term partial etc.). They
build the backbone for search strategies that handle
user input containing specialist vocabulary. Within
this resource, the plurality of linguistic theories is re-
spected, language-specific and cross-linguistic cate-
gories are mapped (Haspelmath, 2016) (Moravcsik,
2016).
An ideal platform should allow the users to enter arbitrary
free text, typically containing either terminological expres-
sions and/or everyday language examples. This individual
input will be automatically processed, using the resources
listed above, and linked to corpus content addressing appro-
priate grammatical phenomena. Search is conducted using
three independent layers (string-, semantic-, and syntax-
based, see figure 2); their results are rated and merged after
completion. 2
2.1. String-Based Retrieval Layer
The string-based layer delivers reasonable search results
in cases where the user enters string sequences that cor-
respond to sequences within the information system’s hy-
pertext documents. Syntactically complete sentences as
well as shorter phrases or even single words can be pro-
cessed. The layer operates on the lexical and terminologi-
cal texts, and looks for exact matches or string-based simi-
larities. The algorithm uses character-based similarity mea-
sures, notably (i) Longest Common Substring (LCS), which
computes the length of corresponding contiguous charac-
ters that exist in search and corpus strings (Gusfield, 1997),
(ii) Damerau-Levenshtein for counting the minimum num-
ber of operations that are necessary to transform one string
into another (Hall and Dowling, 1980), and (iii) Jaro-
Winkler, which includes a prefix scale into the computa-
tion of number and order of common characters (Winkler,
1990).
2Rating and merging of the results from the three layers ob-
viously represents another important procedural issue. We exper-
imented with different weights, and had the impression that the
top results of the string- or semantic-based layers in many cases
outperformed the results of the syntax-based layer – provided that
the former produced reasonable results at all. A best practice eval-
uation of measures is still pending.
2.2. Semantic-Based Retrieval Layer
This layer potentially adds corpus documents that are se-
mantically related to input keywords, using the document’s
keyterms – either assigned manually or automatically via
Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) (Suchowolec et al.,
2017) – and the terminological net (see figure 3). Since ter-
minological concepts are interlinked by multi-hierarchical
relations, it is possible to determine semantic similarity by
exploiting path length. Important knowledge-based values
are the shortest path between two concepts and the max-
imum depth of the hierarchy (Leacock and Chodorow,
1998). For expanding search within the semantically an-
notated dictionaries, the layer also takes into account the
lexical relations and the hierarchical set of semantically
founded verb fields.
2.3. Syntax-Based Retrieval Layer
The syntax layer – which constitutes the heart of the
example-based retrieval algorithm – takes over in cases
where the user does not formulate his search inquiry ter-
minologically, and where simple word-based lookups yield
no satisfactory result. Instead, each user input is regarded
as prototypical example sentence or phrase, and undergoes
syntax-based processing.
In order to obtain an empirically determined test set,
we collect typical everyday language queries, using an
anonymized protocol of grammis’ full text searches. We au-
tomatically filter out all requests that contain disambiguated
grammatical key terms, and data containing less than three
words. Out of the remaining ∼ 8,000 sentential expres-
sions, we gradually build up a gold standard, performing
manual filtering and double-blind indication of correspond-
ing terminological keywords by human experts. In order to
make this collection of typical user queries testable against
models trained on the corpus of tagged examples, it is pro-
cessed with the same morpho-syntactical tagging environ-
ment beforehand.
We arrange all computed metadata in a line-oriented
CoNLL-like format (Hajicˇ et al., 2009) that can be pro-
cessed by CRF++ (Kudo, 2005 2013). Some real-life ex-
amples from the full text search test set are:
Ich PPER nom sg 0 1 0 0 0
habe VAFIN 0 sg 1 pres ind 0 0
mir PRF dat sg 1 0 0 0 0
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oder KON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mich PPER acc sg 0 1 0 0 0
in APPR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
die ART acc sg fem 0 0 0 0
Hand NN acc sg fem 0 0 0 0
geschnitten VVPP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sie PPER nom sg fem 3 0 0 0 0
leitet VVFIN 0 sg 3 pres ind 0 0
ein ART acc sg neut 0 0 0 0
pleites ADJA acc sg neut pos 0 0 0
Unternehmen NN acc sg neut 0 0 0 0
So after morpho-syntactic annotations are added, the layer
operates on the enriched input dataset and tries to identify
similar constructions. If this attempt is successful, it can ei-
ther link directly to the corresponding corpus text, or iden-
tify semantically related texts by exploiting the keywords
attached to the reference text.
A straightforward approach would initially look for exact
syntactical equivalents, and then – if this generates too few
results – ignore word order. We believe that the first variant
works too restrictively in some situations, and that the sec-
ond variant is too general and would often produce worth-
less results. So, if simple decision rules do not help, we
argue that recourse to machine learning in general and –
since we deal with sequential, word-oriented data poten-
tially containing a broad set of morpho-syntactical meta-
data – CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001) in particular seems
promising. With recourse to statistical methods, it can han-
dle partial matches and situations where a syntax pattern is
associated with different targets, and identify appropriate
terminological keywords. Other possible metrics for com-
paring syntactic parse trees would be Tree Edit Distance,
Tree Kernels, or Subtree Overlap.
3. Example-Based Querying at Work
We now focus on the example-based retrieval compo-
nent, evaluating the syntax layer against naturally occurring
searches.
3.1. Training
For the computation of a trained model file, we arrange all
tagged sentences from the example corpus in the already
mentioned line-oriented format. In every line, the first col-
umn contains a single token3, the second column contains
the corresponding POS tag, and the following columns rep-
resent morphological annotations. The last column shows
the ID of an appropriate corpus text4:
Das ART nom sg neut 0 0 0 0 f3185
Land NN nom sg neut 0 0 0 0 f3185
Niedersachsen NE nom sg neut 0 0 0 0 f3185
wird VAFIN 0 sg 0 ind 3 0 pres f3185
sich PRF acc sg 0 0 3 0 0 f3185
3Since string-based search is covered within a separate layer,
we do not use tokens for the model training, and only consider the
subsequent morpho-syntactical features.
4As described above, these texts have already been classified
by linguistic keywords before.
nicht PTKNEG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f3185
an APPR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f3185
dem ART dat sg masc 0 0 0 0 f3185
europaweit ADJD 0 0 0 0 0 pos 0 f3185
autofreien ADJA dat sg masc 0 0 pos 0 f3185
Tag NN dat sg masc 0 0 0 0 f3185
am APPRART dat sg neut 0 0 0 0 f3185
Freitag, NN dat sg neut 0 0 0 0 f3185
den ART acc sg masc 0 0 0 0 f3185
22. ADJA acc sg masc 0 0 pos 0 f3185
September NN acc sg masc 0 0 0 0 f3185
beteiligen VVFIN 0 sg 0 ind 3 0 past f3185
Sie PPER nom sg fem 0 3 0 0 d312
hoffte, VVFIN 0 sg 0 ind 3 0 past d312
dass KOUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d312
sie PPER nom pl * 0 3 0 0 d312
das PDS acc sg neut 0 0 0 0 d312
bis APPR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d312
zum APPRART dat sg masc 0 0 0 0 d312
Abend NN dat sg masc 0 0 0 0 d312
erledigt VVPP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d312
haben VAFIN 0 sg 0 ind 3 0 pres d312
wA˜ 14rde VAFIN 0 sg 0 subj 3 0 pres d312
A template file describes which features should be used for
the training run. Each line in the template specifies the in-
volvement of certain metadata by addressing its relative po-
sition from the current token, e.g.:
# Unigram
U11:%x[-2,1]
U12:%x[-1,1]
U13:%x[0,1]
U14:%x[1,1]
U15:%x[2,1]
U20:%x[-2,2]
U21:%x[-1,2]
U22:%x[0,2]
U23:%x[1,2]
U24:%x[2,2]
U29:%x[-2,3]
U30:%x[-1,3]
U31:%x[0,3]
U32:%x[1,3]
U33:%x[2,3]
U38:%x[-2,4]
U39:%x[-1,4]
U40:%x[0,4]
U41:%x[1,4]
U42:%x[2,4]
Since each sentence is interlinked with one or more gram-
matical keywords and with one hypertext back reference,
we distinguish between three training variants: (i) the last
column contains a concatenation of all terms (ii) the last
column contains only one selected term, as for example the
highest/lowest ranking concept within the terminological
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Figure 3: Partial visualization of the terminological net
net (iii) as in the training example above, the last column
contains the back reference to a hypertext document, which
in turn is annotated with one or more keywords.
3.2. Classification Testing
Out of our test set, we subsequently present two queries and
use the trained model for retrieving appropriate explana-
tory hypertext documents. Work on the best adjustment
of the classification model is still in its early stages; we
will present a comprehensive evaluation after completion.
Nethertheless, we believe that the following examples illus-
trate the fundamental suitability of example-based querying
for the linguistic domain.
3.2.1. Use of Case for Date Specifications
Table 1 shows the tagged input of the first everday language
input example (”am Freitag, den 13.”; English equivalent:
”on Friday, the 13th”). Obviously, the underlying – but not
explicitely expressed – question concerns the correct use
of case within a German date specification: Is the combina-
tion of dative and accusative acceptable, or should dative be
maintained for the whole phrase (that would then be: ”am
Freitag, dem 13.”)?
And indeed, when applying the back reference model as
described above, the algorithm references a suitable ex-
planatory corpus text containing similar example sentences.
5 The corresponding keywords of this document are
5https://grammis.ids-mannheim.de/fragen/3185
Token POS Case Num Gen
am APPRART dat sg masc
Freitag NN dat sg masc
den ART acc sg masc
13. ADV acc 0 0
Table 1: First query example as CRF input
Akkusativ (accusative), Dativ (dative), Datum (date), Dek-
lination (declension), Flexion (inflection), Kasus (case).
3.2.2. Use of Genitive Constructions
As a second example (”das Auto von meinem Vater”; En-
glish: ”the car of my father”), we choose an authentic user
query that a human native speaker would probably classify
as somehow related to the use of genitive constructions, al-
though it does not contain any genitives at all (see table 2).
A possible genitive construction would be ”meines Vaters
Auto”; English: ”my father’s car”.
A syntactically similar example is found within a gram-
mis hypertext on the use of the preposition ”von” and da-
tive case, compared to the ”high-order” style of genitive
attributes. Consequently, our classification algorithm gen-
erates an expedient link to this document. 6 Its classifying
keywords are Attribut (attribute) and Genitiv (genitive).
6https://grammis.ids-mannheim.de/fragen/4550
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Token POS Case Num Gen
das ART nom sg neut
Auto NN nom sg neut
von APPR 0 0 0
meinem PPOSAT dat sg masc
Vater NN dat sg masc
Table 2: Second query example as CRF input
4. Concluding Remarks
We proposed the intuitive and efficient use of example-
based querying for content retrieval on a large collection of
specialist hypertexts dedicated to linguistics. Overall, the
results of the preliminary studies reveal the attractiveness of
this preprocessing step for the thematic exploration of cor-
pora containing natural language example sentences. When
combined with string-based and semantic-based retrieval
components, the proposed framework can assist users seek-
ing qualified information in situations where they, due to
terminological uncertainties, are unable to name the con-
crete problem they look for. In other words: the approach
described in this article helps to transform object-related
introductory questions, that are close to everyday language
experience, into category-related retrieval questions.
We believe that example-based querying can also play an
important role for the search in specialist corpora with dif-
ferent orientations, as long as they contain annotated nat-
ural language material whose morpho-syntactical structure
is showing some noticeable characteristics. Possible ex-
amples range from the CosMov Corpora for Social Move-
ment Research (www.semtracks.org/cosmov/ ) to the Cor-
pus of American Soap Operas (corpus.byu.edu/soap/ ), but
comprise even various types of historical corpora. The cru-
cial point here is the corpus extension by metadata: In or-
der to ensure that the syntax-based retrieval layer is able
to identify semantically related texts, each corpus text has
to be enriched – preferably automatically – with meaning-
ful keyterms. It would be interesting to find out how ad-
ditional metadata like the results of dependency parsing
(Ku¨bler et al., 2009) would enhance retrieval quality. Be-
sides, example-based querying has already been evaluated
for human motion data (Kim et al., 2016) and music re-
trieval using audio and fuzzy-music-sense features (Su et
al., 2014).
Depending on keyword complexity and the number of an-
notation features, the described task also poses theoretical
challenges to machine learning researchers, since different
classification approaches seem appropriate. If the example
sentences are associated with only one (rather general) key-
word, queries generate quantitatively more, but mostly far
too imprecise results – high recall, but low precision. Asso-
ciating multiple keywords to every example sentence tends
to produce higher error rates. Our tests indicate that using
back references to terminologically classified corpus texts
can be a satisfying trade-off.
In order to improve the retrieval quality of future grammis
releases, we are planning to implement the described so-
lution in conjunction with a fundamental extension of the
system’s content modules. Example-based querying will
then be an important (pre-)processing step for the easy-to-
use exploration of the large specialist corpus underlying the
online information system. The terminological and ML-
related resources will be made publicly available in order
to foster follow-up research on example-based querying for
natural language resources.
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Abstract
Computational tools and methods employed in corpus linguistics are split into three main types: compilation, annotation and retrieval.
These mirror and support the usual corpus linguistics methodology of corpus collection, manual and/or automatic tagging, followed by
query and analysis. Typically, corpus software to support retrieval implements some or all of the five major methods in corpus linguistics
only at the word level: frequency list, concordance, keyword, collocation and n-gram, and such software may or may not provide support
for text which has already been tagged, for example at the part-of-speech (POS) level. Wmatrix is currently one of the few retrieval tools
which have annotation tools built in. However, annotation in Wmatrix is currently limited to the UCREL English POS and semantic
tagging pipeline. In this paper, we describe an approach to extend support for embedding other tagging pipelines and tools in Wmatrix via
the use of APIs, and describe how such an approach is also applicable to other retrieval tools, potentially enabling support for tagged data.
Keywords: corpus annotation, tagging, API
1. Introduction
Many different computational tools are used to support cor-
pus linguistics research. Typically, these fit into one of
three main categories. First, compilation tools are used
to support corpus collection, and these include transcrip-
tion, OCR, scanning and encoding tools. In the web-as-
corpus paradigm, this category also includes web scraping
and cleaning tools to collect data from web pages, online
forums or social media along with tools to remove boiler-
plate or duplicated text, e.g. WebBootCaT (Baroni et al.,
2006). Second, once a corpus is compiled, it may need to
be annotated at one or more levels for later linguistic anal-
ysis. A common such level is part-of-speech (POS) annota-
tion which has proved fruitful over the years for grammat-
ical analysis and as a stepping stone to other higher levels
such as semantic tagging. Annotation may be applied man-
ually by one person or collaboratively by a team (e.g. using
such tools as eMargin1 or Brat2), and/or automatically us-
ing pre-existing tagging software (e.g. CLAWS (Garside
and Smith, 1997)). The final category of corpus software is
the most often used and cited in corpus papers (see Rayson
(2015) for a quantitative in-depth survey), that of corpus
retrieval. Corpus retrieval software began life3 around 50
years ago with computerised concordances in key-word-
in-context (KWIC) format, and steadily gained extra fea-
tures such as frequency lists, keywords, collocations and
n-grams. Recent developments, notably demonstrated by
many papers at the Corpus Linguistics 2017 conference in
Birmingham, have been to bring in tools and methods from
other areas such as Natural Language Processing, such as
topic modelling, or for researchers to develop their own
software, or use other scripting languages (such as Python
or R) to carry out analyses (as pioneered by Baayen (2008)
1https://emargin.bcu.ac.uk/
2http://brat.nlplab.org/
3See http://timemapper.okfnlabs.org/muranava/history-of-
computerised-corpus-tools for an excellent visual time line
produced by Mura Nava.
and Gries (2013)). In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the
pre-existing and widely available corpus query engines and
retrieval tools.
2. Limitations of existing retrieval tools
One important limitation with many corpus retrieval tools
is their ability to deal only with raw unannotated corpora
and provide results only at the word level. This reduces
the power of queries to surface patterns in the text and
fails to take advantages of lemma searches which depends
on POS analysis to link surface forms to dictionary head-
words. Rayson (2008) and Culpeper (2009) have also
shown the advantages of performing keyness analysis be-
yond the level of the word by combining the key words
approach pioneered by Scott (1997) with semantic annota-
tion. Workarounds with regular expressions do permit some
of the existing desktop corpus query tools (such as Word-
Smith and AntConc) to work with tagged data, but it is the
web-based corpus retrieval systems such as BYU (Davies,
2005) and CQPweb (Hardie, 2012) which have sufficient
storage, power and complexity to more fully exploit tagged
corpora.
The second major restriction, even with some existing web-
based retrieval systems, is that corpus data must be tagged
before it can be loaded (if the tool supports upload of new
data directly) in or indexed by these tools. Only a few
tools combine corpus annotation tools with corpus retrieval
methods, and for ease of use by non-technical users, this
combination offers many advantages and a shallow learn-
ing curve. Sketch Engine4 incorporates POS taggers and
lemmatisers for many languages and text is automatically
tagged after upload or during processing of web-derived
corpora. LancsBox (Brezina et al., 2015) version 3 also
now incorporates the TreeTagger5 in order to POS tag and
lemmatise some languages. Wmatrix, through its Tag Wiz-
4https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/
5http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/ schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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ard feature permits the upload and automatic POS and se-
mantic tagging of English corpora.
3. Improving Interoperability
Corpus linguists have noted that different tools produce dif-
ferent results e.g. even in terms of calculating the size of
a corpus (Brezina and Timperley, 2017) due to tokenisa-
tion differences resulting from a programmer’s decisions
encoded in software or by corpus compilers methods. For
reproducibility and replication purposes there are many ad-
vantages to be gained from comparing and retaining sep-
arate implementations of standard corpus methods. How-
ever, corpus software development has now reached a level
of maturity where good software development practices of
design, implementation, distribution and component reuse
should be adopted.
Some previous research into interoperability of corpus
methods has been limited and small scale, and focussed on
potential quick wins for linking analysis components in a
small group of web-based tools (Wmatrix, CQPweb, Intel-
liText, and WordTree) (Moreton et al., 2012). By connect-
ing such tools together, we are not just improving inter-
operability and reusability, but this will enable researchers
to try out research methods and tools that are established
in other disciplinary communities but are not so familiar
in their own. For example, there are many similar tools
to those developed in corpus linguistics which have long
been employed in other areas that are not so well known
to corpus researchers, from at least three other areas: (a)
Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis (CAQDAS)
tools such as ATLAS.ti, Nvivo, Wordstat (b) Psycholinguis-
tics software such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) and (c) Digital Humanities tools such as Voyant
and MONK.
Amongst other work on interoperability is an ongoing ef-
fort to develop a Corpus Query Lingua Franca (CQLF) ISO
standard6 for corpus query formatting although this is not
adopted in any query tools, and Vidler and Wattam (2017)
have proposed a metadata standard for describing proper-
ties of corpus files and resources to enable better sharing
and reuse of data between tools. In the remainder of the pa-
per, we focus on addressing limitations related to the lack
of flexible annotation facilities in corpus query tools. Other
options for interoperability and reproducibility would be to
share retrieval method modules directly.
4. Linking corpus annotation pipelines to
retrieval tools
In order to improve interoperability between tagging
pipelines and retrieval tools, we propose the use of Appli-
cation programming interfaces (APIs)7. An API can be cre-
ated to send raw corpus data to a remote server, where it is
tagged, and then return the result. Such an approach will
enable support for taggers and tagging pipelines to be in-
corporated not only into web-based corpus retrieval tools,
but also in downloadable desktop applications. Web-based
6https://www.iso.org/standard/37337.html?browse=tc
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application programming interface
software is hosted on more powerful servers where tag-
gers could more easily be housed alongside retrieval sys-
tems but for downloadable software such as AntConc and
WordSmith, a user’s personal computer may not be pow-
erful enough to run large tagging processes in reasonable
amounts of time. Even with web-based systems on remote
servers, there may be a requirement to run extremely large
tagging jobs in other parallel systems such as high per-
formance clusters or Hadoop/SPARK Map Reduce frame-
works (Wattam et al., 2014). This is where an API-based
approach has important advantages since it enables the sep-
aration of the corpus processing and is independent of plat-
form so existing Linux-based taggers can be linked for
users running Windows locally, for example.
APIs have already been embedded in a small number of
corpus tools to link with the compilation phase rather
than the annotation phase. For example, in Laurence An-
thony’s AntCorGen tool8, he has implemented an API link
to the PLOS One research database to enable searching and
download of academic papers which can be turned into a
corpus. Also, Laurence’s FireAnt9 employs the Twitter
Streaming API similarly to download Tweets and collate
them into a corpus for later analysis.
4.1. Wmatrix case study
Wmatrix10 is a corpus software tool combining annotation
and retrieval methods. It provides a web interface to the ex-
isting USAS semantic tagger and CLAWS part-of-speech
tagger corpus annotation tools, and standard corpus linguis-
tic methodologies such as frequency lists, key words and
concordances. It also extends the keywords method to key
grammatical categories and key semantic domains by com-
bining the taggers with the keyness metric (Rayson, 2008).
Wmatrix allows the non-technical user to run these tools in
a tag wizard via a web browser such as Chrome, and so will
run on any computer (Mac, Windows, Linux, Unix) with
a network connection. Earlier versions were available for
Unix via terminal-based command line access (tmatrix) and
Unix via X-windows (Xmatrix), but these only offered re-
trieval of text pre-annotated with USAS and CLAWS. With
the incorporation of the two taggers, Wmatrix was designed
for the analysis of English data only and has been used for
a wide range of projects from learner data, interview tran-
script analysis, fiction and non-fiction corpora.
Wmatrix includes multiple components written in different
programming languages, see Figure 1 for the architecture
diagram of the current system. The two taggers, CLAWS
and USAS, are written in C. The frequency profiling, con-
cordancing and keyness comparison tools are also written
in C. The collocation tool is developed in Java. Unix shell
scripts and Perl scripts act as glue to link all these compo-
nents together to the web front end. Underlying the system,
the corpus data is stored in a Unix file system. User ac-
cess is currently controlled using Apache’s basic authenti-
cation (htaccess). The current version, Wmatrix3, is hosted
on Lancaster University’s cloud infrastructure on a Debian
virtual machine.
8http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antcorgen/
9http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/fireant/
10http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/
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Figure 1: Wmatrix architecture.
A key and imminent requirement is to allow Wmatrix to be
used with languages other than English. Semantic taggers
already exist for a number of other languages (Russian and
Finnish) and in recent years, we have been bootstrapping
semantic taggers for an increasing number of languages
(Piao et al., 2015; Piao et al., 2016; Piao et al., 2017a) and
historical time periods (Piao et al., 2017b). Linguistic re-
sources for these semantic taggers are freely available on
GitHub11 and many of them have been made available via
a SOAP API and a downloadable GUI12. Our proposal is to
create REST APIs for these and other tools13 and add a new
module into the existing Wmatrix architecture which sends
data to be tagged via these APIs. This would sit along-
side the existing tag wizard and remove the need to install
other taggers directly on the Wmatrix server alongside the
CLAWS and USAS modules. Non-English data which can-
not be tagged through the existing tag wizard will then be
directed to these components sitting on other servers for
tagging. If we retain the two levels of annotation (POS and
semantic tagging) then the existing infrastructure of Wma-
trix will be sufficient, however further levels of annotation
(e.g. dependency parsing) will require additional database
or indexing operations to be implemented.
Once this architecture is in place, sample code will be made
available on the API server to allow other corpus retrieval
tools to access the taggers. Similar APIs could be used
to permit other pipelines such as Stanford Core, GATE
and OpenNLP to be linked. Further development of desk-
top tools would be needed for them to become annotation-
aware once they can tag data via the APIs. In terms of
feasibility of implementation of the REST APIs and incor-
poration into Wmatrix, this is fairly low risk. We have been
running and supporting the CLAWS web based tagger since
1998, and the SOAP APIs for the multilingual USAS tag-
gers for three years, and APIs have become widely adopted
for NLP analytics tools and websites.
11https://github.com/UCREL/Multilingual-USAS
12http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/
13to be hosted on http://ucrel-api.lancs.ac.uk/
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have outlined a proposal for enabling inter-
operability between two major types of corpus linguistics
software, the annotation and retrieval (or query) systems.
Currently, there are only a handful of tools which incor-
porate some form of both types, and previous research has
shown the benefits of corpus queries operating beyond the
level of the word. To improve ease of use for non-technical
users, we propose the embedding and linking of further cor-
pus annotation pipelines so that end-users can add annota-
tion to their own data and then continue to use their current
preferred tools for research. This proposed approach will
contribute to improved interoperability in the corpus soft-
ware community by simplifying the addition of new meth-
ods to existing tools and is complementary to other efforts
to foster exchangeable and reusable components across cor-
pus platforms. Other potential options, such as installing
the taggers locally (rather than Wmatrix itself), can be ex-
plored, but it is expected that the API route would be prefer-
able to tool developers and end-users alike.
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